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Contact details
Your views are important to us.  
Please send your comments to:
corporate.responsibility@relx.com

Or write to:
Dr Márcia Balisciano
Global Head of ESG and Corporate Responsibility
RELX
1–3 Strand
London 
WC2N 5JR
United Kingdom

For more information, visit:
www.relx.com/corporateresponsibility

This report contains the RELX PLC Non-Financial 
Information Statement for the purposes of 
Section 414CB of the Companies Act 2006.

mailto:corporate.responsibility%40relx.com?subject=
https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility
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Our approach to corporate responsibility

prescriptive set of activities, it is how we do what we do on a daily 
basis. It is the responsibility of everyone at RELX.

CR gives us long-term sustainable competitive advantage. It inspires 
confidence in our stakeholders, and provides a ‘license to operate’  
in the communities in which we live and work. It underpins our 
business strategy to deliver improved outcomes for our customers 
by combining content and data with analytics and technology across 
global platforms and helps us build leading positions in our markets 
by leveraging our skills and assets. 

We align the objectives we set for our unique contributions, as  
well as those for the significant areas that affect all companies – 
governance, people, customers, community, supply chain and 
environment – with the United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) to support the achievement of these 17 global goals 
by 2030.

We believe in timely, comprehensive reporting (see CR Disclosure 
Standards 2 and 3 for how we align with key standards, including the 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board and the Global Reporting 
Initiative). Key non-financial metrics for environment, people and 
supply chain are assured by EY. Corporate Citizenship assure our 
community disclosures against the Business for Societal Impact 
(B4SI) Framework. Full assurance statements are available at  
www.relx.com/additional-cr-resources . CR is an integral part of 
the statements of the Chair, CEO and CFO (see pages 3, 4, and 82-87). 

We pursue robust governance of CR and ESG issues for which the 
CEO is directly responsible to the Board. The leaders of our four 
businesses are held to account by the CEO, reinforced by objective 
setting and monitoring by our CR Forum and the involvement of 
over 3,500 colleagues in our internal CR networks (page 33).

CR and risk
In this report we outline our principal risks, which map to our 
CR priorities, including meeting customer needs, attracting 
and retaining the right people, maintaining an ethical supply 
chain and managing climate risks as presented in our 
Taskforce for Climate-related Financial Disclosure (see 
CR Disclosure Standards 1). We also indicate our alignment 
with the Sustainability and Accounting Standards Board 
(see CR Disclosure Standards 2). 

We review the implications of our identified risks to ensure 
appropriate mitigation. For example, one strategic risk is 
customer acceptance of our products and services; we must 
therefore make certain they are reliable and high quality, 
responding to the views expressed through customer 
feedback programmes, including Net Promoter Score, and 
access initiatives to ensure those who might benefit from our 
products and services can do so. In this way, we minimise 
risk of financial loss and damage to our corporate reputation.

Corporate responsibility (CR) and environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) performance begins with the purpose of 
the company.

RELX is a global provider of information-based analytics and 
decision tools for professional and business customers, 
enabling them to make better decisions, get better results and 
be more productive. 

Our purpose is to benefit society by developing products that help 
researchers advance scientific knowledge; doctors and nurses 
improve the lives of patients; lawyers promote the rule of law and 
achieve justice and fair results for their clients; businesses and 
governments prevent fraud; consumers access financial services 
and get fair prices; and customers learn about markets and 
complete transactions. 

Our purpose guides our actions beyond the products that we 
develop. It defines us as a company. Every day across RELX our 
employees are inspired to undertake initiatives that make unique 
contributions to society and the communities in which we operate.

To be a leading company requires acting with CR; that is, with the 
highest ethical standards, while channelling our strengths to make 
a positive difference for society. To us, CR is not a programme or 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
We’re committed to doing our part to advance these essential 
objectives for the world. Throughout the Corporate 
Responsibility section of this report, SDG icons highlight  
the SDGs relevant to the content. 

  Visit the RELX SDG Resource Centre 
www.sdgresources.relx.com

Our focus on corporate responsibility and 
ESG performance underpins the long-term 
financial health of our business and  
helps us meet the expectations of all  
our stakeholders.
Dr Márcia Balisciano 
Global Head of ESG and Corporate Responsibility, RELX

https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads/additional-resources
https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads/additional-resources
https://www.sdgresources.relx.com/
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Non-financial information statement
RELX is required to comply with the reporting requirements of 
Sections 414CA and 414CB of the Companies Act 2006, which 
relate to non-financial information. The list below outlines where 
this information can be found:

Reporting requirement:
Environmental matters 63-72, 73-78
Employees 44-49
Social matters 32-39

Human rights
32-39, 44-49, 
59-62

Anti-corruption and anti-bribery matters 40-43, 59-62
Policies, due diligence processes  
and outcomes 40-43, 59-62
Description and management of principal and 
emerging risks and impact of business activity 88-95
Description of business model 5-9
Non-financial metrics 31

Directors’ duties and Section 172 Statement
The Directors of RELX PLC – and those of all UK companies – 
must act in accordance with their duties under the Companies 
Act 2006 (the Act). These include a fundamental duty to 
promote the success of the Company for the benefit of its 
members as a whole. The Board of RELX PLC, and its individual 
members, consider that they have done so for the year ending 
31 December 2022. 

Details of how the Board and its Directors have fulfilled these 
duties can be found throughout this 2022 Report, and therefore 
the following sections have been incorporated by reference into 
this Section 172 Statement and, where necessary, the RELX 
2022 Strategic Report:

Business model and strategy 5-9
Corporate responsibility report 28-80
Principal risks 88-95
Culture and workforce policies 104-106
Board decision-making 106-108
Stakeholder engagement 109-112

Section 172 of the Act requires the Directors to have regard to, 
among other matters, the interests of the Company’s 
stakeholders in working to promote the success of the 
company. The Board recognises the importance of building and 
maintaining sound relationships with RELX’s key stakeholders 
in order to achieve its business aims. Among the Group’s many 
and varied stakeholders, the Board has identified investors, 
employees, customers, suppliers and the communities in 
which we operate, as the Company’s key stakeholders. Given 
its size, diversity and global business, stakeholder engagement 
takes place at all levels across the Group. To ensure adequate 
visibility of key stakeholder views, the Board received a detailed 
overview in the year covering engagement channels and 
activities the Company has with each of its key stakeholders. 

In 2022, the Board also continued to oversee our substantial 
corporate responsibility activities, and maintained its focus  
on RELX’s environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
performance. The Board’s oversight on ESG matters is detailed 
on page 107 as part of Board activities, and page 111 as part of the 
Board’s engagement with the communities in which we operate. 

The Corporate Responsibility Report is an integral  
part of our Annual Report and Financial Statements. 
This section highlights performance against our 2022 
corporate responsibility objectives. 
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2022 key corporate responsibility data
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Revenue (£m) 7,492 7,874 7,110 7,244 8,553
People
Number of full-time equivalent employees (year end) 32,100 33,200 33,200 33,500 35,700
Percentage of women employees (%)^ 51 50 50 50 50
Percentage of women managers (%)^ 42 42 42 44 44
Percentage of women senior leaders (%)1^ 28 30 28 30 31
Percentage of ethnic minority US/UK managers (%)^ 17 19 19
Percentage of ethnic minority US/UK senior leaders (%)1^ 9 10 12
Community 2

Total cash and in-kind donations (products, services and time (£m)) 8.7 9.2 9.2 10.4 12.3
Market value of cash and in-kind donations (£m) 17.6 18.7 17.6 20.6 22.6
Percentage of staff volunteering (%)3 42 45 26 32 36
Total number of days volunteered in company time 11,720 12,127 6,821 10,362 12,830
Health and safety (lost time) 4
Incident rate (cases per 1,000 employees)^ 0.28 0.50 0.11 0.07 0.17
Frequency rate (cases per 200,000 hours worked)^ 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.02
Severity rate (lost days per 200,000 hours worked)^ 0.69 0.69 0.07 0.02 0.36
Number of lost time incidents (>1 day)^ 8 14 3 2 5
Socially Responsible Suppliers (SRS)
Number of key suppliers on SRS database5^ 348 354 412 359 724
Number of independent external audits^ 84 93 99 111 119
Percentage signing Supplier Code of Conduct (%)6^ 89 91 91 96 87
Environment 7
Total energy (MWh)^ 190,145 176,682 142,098 125,095 117,997
Renewable electricity purchased (MWh)8 ̂ 125,707 135,710 120,710 105,793 98,013
Percentage of electricity from renewable sources (%)8^ 78 91 100 100 100
Waste sent to landfill (t)9^ 962 804 210 150 73
Percentage of waste diverted from landfill (%)9^ 83 81 91 93 97
Water usage (m3)^ 346,408 344,304 226,509 183,575 156,734
Climate change (tCO2e)7

Scope 1 (direct) emissions^ 8,126 8,498 5,217 5,644 5,211
Scope 2 (location-based) emissions^ 75,194 69,616 53,740 44,051 37,270
Scope 2 (market-based) emissions^ 16,818 18,384 11,384 8,321 8,952
Scope 3 (business flights) UK BEIS methodology10^ 68,363 62,254 18,652 5,032 21,616
Scope 3 (business flights) Cirium methodology10 34,163 37,142 8,561 3,133 10,417
Scope 1 + Scope 2 (location-based) emissions^ 83,320 78,114 58,957 49,695 42,481
Scope 1 + Scope 2 (location-based) + Scope 3 (flights) emissions^ 151,683 140,368 77,610 54,727 64,097
Scope 1 + Scope 2 (market-based) + Scope 3 (flights) emissions^ 93,306 89,136 35,254 18,996 35,779
Paper
Production paper (t)^ 35,555 34,599 36,259 40,910 28,466
Sustainable content (%)11^ 90 96 92 98 99
1  We define senior leaders as colleagues with a management grade of 17 and above. People figures for 2020 and 2021 have been restated accordingly. Previously we defined 

senior leaders as either a) colleagues with a management grade of 17 and above, based on our job architecture framework developed with external input and b) colleagues 
with a management grade of 16 (and above) with a hierarchy of 4 (or 5 in some circumstances) reporting levels from the CEO. 

2  Data reporting methodology assured by Business for Societal Impact (B4SI). Reporting period covers 12 months from December 2021 to November 2022.  
 See B4SI assurance statement at www.relx.com/additional-cr-resources. 

3  All Group employees can take up to two days off per year, coordinated with line managers, to work on community projects that matter to them. Number of staff 
volunteering reflects the number of staff using their two days, as well as those who participated in other Company-sponsored volunteer activities. 

4  Accident reporting covers approximately 82% of global employees.
5  We continue to refine our supplier classification and hierarchy data, contributing to changes in the number of suppliers we track year-on-year.
6  Signatories to the RELX Supplier Code of Conduct include suppliers who have not signed the Supplier Code, but have equivalent codes. These suppliers are subject 

to the same audit requirements as Supplier Code signatories.
7  We compensated for emissions in Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3 (work-related flights, hotels, cloud computing, home-based working and commuting) by purchasing 

offsets. Climate change and environmental data (carbon, energy, water, waste) covers the 12 months from December 2021 to November 2022. Previous years have 
been restated to include the one RX managed event venue. 

8  We purchase renewable electricity on green tariffs at locations in the UK and the Netherlands. US Green-e certified Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) are applied 
to electricity consumption in the US. US Green-e certified RECs are also purchased to equal 100% of the electricity consumption outside the US; we do not apply any 
market-based emissions factors on this portion of electricity consumption. 

9 Waste sent to/ diverted from landfill from reporting locations excluding estimates.
10  Covers all flights booked through our corporate travel partner. BEIS methodology uses the UK Government RF Conversion factors. Further details on the 

Cirium methodology are available on page 9.
11  Percentage of paper in Book Chain Project graded 3 or 5 (known and responsible sources) or certified to FSC or PEFC. 
^  Data assured by EY. 

 Reporting guidelines and methodology are available on www.relx.com/additional-cr-resources

https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads/additional-resources
https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads/additional-resources
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Engagement
Employees are our primary internal stakeholders and we involve more than 3,500 colleagues across RELX in our CR networks,  
who in turn reach more people across the Company. Examples of how we engage with our stakeholders are available at  

 www.relx.com/additional-cr-resources.

Our external stakeholders

Prioritising key issues 
To understand which issues we should focus on, we consider our business priorities and engage regularly with stakeholders.  
Examples of our stakeholder engagement can be found at  www.relx.com/additional-cr-resources.

Every two years, we formally ask stakeholders to assess our impact areas. In 2021 CR consultancy, Carnstone, contacted over 
270 stakeholders – including investors, employees and suppliers – to rank 14 issues we consider important to the business.  
All 14 CR priorities were rated as either significant or very significant by 26% or more of respondents (as a minimum), indicating 
that we are focusing on issues they believe are critical for us. Their ranking of our top priority issues are reflected in the table below.

Investors Government Customers NGOs Local 
communities Suppliers Industry 

networks

Impact on society and the environment Impact on RELX
Ranking no. Priority issues: Priority issues:

1 RELX unique contributions to society Having the right people

2 Access to information Data privacy and security

3 Managing environmental impacts Responding to customer needs

4 Health, safety and well-being RELX unique contributions to society

5 Responding to customer needs Governance and ethical practice

6 Having the right people Health, safety and well-being

7  Promoting diversity Editorial standards

8 Governance and ethical practice Promoting diversity

9 Transparent, comprehensive reporting Access to information

10 Data privacy and security Transparent, comprehensive reporting

11 Editorial standards Managing environmental impacts

12 Sustainable supply chain Tax, pensions and investments

13 Supporting our communities Sustainable supply chain

14 Tax, pensions and investments Supporting our communities

#1
Unique contributions  
Ranked by stakeholders as our primary 
impact on society and environment

#1 
Having the right people 
Ranked by stakeholders as the primary 
impact for RELX

https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads/additional-resources
https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads/additional-resources
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Our internal stakeholders

Commitment to the United Nations Global Compact
The United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) links businesses 
around the world with UN agencies, labour and civil society in 
support of Ten Principles encompassing human rights, labour, 
the environment and anti-corruption. Each year, we work to 
further UNGC principles within RELX and in our supply chain. 
In the year we demonstrated leadership as one of 850 early 
adopters of the new Enhanced Communication on Progress, 
among more than 18,000 signatories. We contributed to the 
UNGC Expert Network and key SDG working groups on Modern 
Slavery, Diversity, Equality and Inclusion and Transformational 
Governance and shared our expertise as panelists at UNGC 
events, including the 2022 UK Climate Action Summit. Our 
Global Head of ESG and CR serves as the Chair of the UNGC 
UK Network and on the Board of the Foundation for the Global 
Compact, which provides financial, operational and 
programmatic support to the UNGC.

The UNGC is a partner of the RELX SDG Resource Centre, which 
features UNGC content. The UNGC UK Network was a partner on 
the virtual RELX SDG Inspiration Day, which brought together over 
400 representatives from business, the investor community, 
academia, non-profit organisations and civil society to inspire 
action and collaboration to advance the global goals. 

  For how we put the Ten Principles into practice over  
the past year, see our Communication on Progress at  
www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/participants/7909.

3,500
participants in CR networks

31
countries

Accessibility  
Working  
Group

Well-being 
Champions

Mental Health  
First Aiders

Socially 
Responsible  

Supplier Group

Disaster and  
Emergency Relief  
Working Group

SDG Champions

Inclusion Council
Rule of Law  

Working Group

RX  
Sustainability  

Steering Group

RELX Cares  
Champions

Customer Quality 
Assurance Network

Employee  
Resource Groups

Modern Slavery Act  
Working Group

Environmental  
Champions

Green Teams

CR for  
Customers

Examples of 
our internal 

stakeholders

Inclusion  
Working Group

 Carbon Fund 
Governance Group

Elsevier  
Accessibility Guild

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/participants/7909
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2022 awards for excellence
Our employees, products and shows are regularly recognised for excellence. In 2022, for example:

Risk Scientific, Technical & Medical

LexisNexis Risk Solutions was 
named Best Cybersecurity 
Provider by Waters Rankings 
for LexisNexis ThreatMetrix

LexisNexis Risk Solutions 
was awarded Best Solution 
Anti-fraud at the Regulation 
Asia Awards for Excellence 
2022

Elsevier’s Reaxys won Data 
Engineering Excellence at 
Analytics India Magazine’s Data 
Science Excellence Awards

Elsevier won the Customer 
Centric Culture category at 
the European Customer 
Centricity Awards

Legal Exhibitions

LexisNexis Legal & 
Professional’s Center for 
Automation and Process 
Excellence (CAPE) won 
Best Digital Transformation 
Project at the Global 
OPEX Awards

The CEO of LexisNexis Legal 
& Professional South Africa, 
Videsha Proothveerajh, 
received the Woman in 
Tech award at the 2022 
Africa Tech Week Awards

RX won three awards for Best 
Global Culture, Best 
Marketing Team and Best 
Leadership Team at the 
Comparably Awards

RX won the Trade Show News 
Network Comeback Award 
for JCK, the world’s largest 
jewelry trade show

16%

2022 ESG recognition

MSCI ESG Ratings
• AAA rating

Sustainalytics ESG Risk Rating
•  Global universe: 11th out of 

14,000+
• Sector (media): 1st out of 284

S&P Global Sustainability 
Yearbook
• Bronze class distinction

Tortoise Responsibility100 
Index
• 4th out of 100 

 

Dow Jones Sustainability 
Index
Included in 
• World

FTSE4Good Index 
Included in:
• FTSE4Good Europe Index
• FTSE4Good UK Index

STOXX Global ESG 
Leaders Indices
• Included

ECPI Indices
• Included

CDP
• Climate programme score: B
• Water programme score: B 

SOCOTEC ISO14001
• Group certification 

Workplace Pride Global 
Benchmark 
• Awarded Advocate status

Bloomberg’s Gender-Equality 
Index
• Included
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Lack of access to sustainable credit 
is one of the biggest challenges in 
fighting poverty and increasing 
economic opportunity in emerging 
markets. Our products are helping 
to address this challenge. 

Santiago Espinoza
Director, Market Planning
LexisNexis Risk Solutions

Our unique contributions
Our unique contributions are how we make a positive impact on society  
in the conduct of our business.

Risk
LexisNexis Risk Solutions’ (LNRS) products and services align 
with SDG 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions) and SDG 10 
(Reduced Inequalities), among others. Our products and services 
help citizens access vital government benefits, protect society by 
detecting and preventing fraud across a range of business sectors 
and at US government levels, and help law enforcement keep 
communities safe. We have established data privacy principles, 
governance structures and control programmes designed to 
ensure data privacy requirements are met and personally 

identifiable information is protected, and individuals’ privacy 
concerns are addressed across all jurisdictions where we 
operate. We work with established privacy advocacy groups, 
federal and state legislators and other interested parties and 
always operate within relevant legal, regulatory, ethical and 
best practice frameworks.

In 2022 Risk combined Artificial Intelligence (AI) with a host of 
complex fraud signals to better predict when an online banking 
user is about to send a payment to a fraudster. Following trials 
with two major UK banks, there was a 120% increase in 

2022 PERFORMANCE

Meaningful support of SDG 10 by 
expanding financial inclusion pilots in 
low-income countries; use of products 
and services to reduce online fraud and 
identity theft

Financial inclusion is essential to the SDGs. With adequate 
wages and access to appropriate financial tools, citizens are 
lifted out of poverty, (SDG 1); avoid hunger (SDG 2); have better 
health (SDG 3); are more likely to receive quality education 
(SDG 4); and more women are likely to aid the financial 
well-being of their communities (SDG 5), among other 
SDG benefits. 

However, according to Global Findex estimates, published 
by the World Bank in 2021, 1.7bn adults in the world lack 
an account with a financial institution or a mobile money 
provider. A joint study by McKinsey and the IFC estimates 
that micro and small enterprises face a $2tn credit gap,  

which slows economic growth. The challenge of financial 
inclusion is often magnified in low-income countries, given 
gaps in identity verification and credit risk assessment.

Risk uses alternative credit data, such as professional licenses, 
asset ownership, higher education data and other public 
records to help lenders better assess borrowers ensuring 
consumers are not underestimated while addressing the 
problem of ‘credit invisible’ people, those with no credit record.

In 2022, Risk launched Decision Trust, leveraging global 
intelligence on consumer behaviour to help lenders determine 
the fraud risks associated with a credit application; enabling 
greater financial inclusion for those lacking sufficient credit 
history with local credit bureau databases. Alternative data 
modelling has allowed customers to increase their acceptance 
rates by up to 500% because they now have visibility into 
previously excluded population groups. Decision Trust is opening 
up opportunities for customers to engage with otherwise 
credit-invisible candidates who represent roughly 75% of the 
adult population in emerging markets around the world. Decision 
Trust has a pipeline of 58 initiatives across various markets, 
including Chile, Colombia, Indonesia, Mexico, Peru, South Africa 
and Vietnam.

Universal, sustainable access 
to information

Advance of science and health

Protection of society

Promotion of the rule of 
law & access to justice

Fostering communities
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detection of in-progress authorised push payment fraud among 
online banking customers. In 2022, LexisNexis Financial Crime 
Digital Intelligence, a financial crime compliance solution that 
leverages digital identity data to transform compliance 
workflows, was recognised with Aite-Novarica Group’s 2022 
Anti-Money Laundering Impact Award which recognises 
organisations and vendors for new and disruptive financial crime 
solutions that most effectively and efficiently counter escalating 
financial crime threats. 

The ADAM programme was developed and donated by LNRS 
in 2000 to help the National Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children (NCMEC) find missing children. ADAM technology, 
which is maintained and enhanced by LNRS employees, 
distributes missing child alert posters to law enforcement, 
hospitals, retail, businesses and the public within specific 
geographic search areas. In 2022, ADAM distributed 1.5m poster 
alerts in over 1,880 missing child cases that helped NCMEC 
resolve over 1,300 missing child cases. 

Scientific, Technical & Medical
Elsevier plays an important role in advancing human welfare and 
economic progress through its science and health information, 
which spurs innovation and enables critical decision-making. 
Among others, Elsevier makes a significant contribution to 
SDG 3 (Good Health and Well-Being), SDG 5 (Gender Equality), 
SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities) and SDG13 (Climate Action). 

To broaden access to its content, Elsevier supports programmes 
in places where resources are often scarce. Among them 
is Research4Life, a partnership with UN agencies and over 
200 publishers; we provide core and cutting-edge scientific 
information to researchers in 125 low-and middle-income 
countries. As a founding partner and leading contributor, Elsevier 
provides around 15% of the material available in Research4Life, 
encompassing approximately 5,000 journals and 30,000 e-books. 

In 2022, there were over 1.5m Research4Life downloads 
from ScienceDirect. In serving the global scientific research 
community, Elsevier published over 600,000 articles in 2022. 

In 2022, the Elsevier Foundation advanced Research4Life’s 
new Country Connectors initiative which aims to heighten 
awareness and use of Research4Life content, building 
communities of users by establishing national focal points 
in Bhutan, Eswatini, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia, Sierra Leone 
and Tanzania. Connectors are creating tailored networking, 
information skills building and promotion, empowering 
users to drive change in their communities. 

To bridge the clinical practice gap in low-income countries, 
the Elsevier Foundation continued its partnership with Amref 
HealthAfrica’s LEAP programme which scales mobile learning 
for healthcare workers in Ethiopia. Elsevier data scientists are 
working with long-standing partner, Datakind, to build 
predictive analytics capacity to help Amref understand how 
its platform engages learners and health outcomes. 

SSRN is Elsevier’s preprint and early-stage research platform. 
It enables researchers around the world to openly share their 
work so that it’s freely available to others in their field and the 
wider research community, promoting discussion, collaboration 
and the exchange of ideas. In 2022, SSRN exceeded 1m papers 
on the platform with over 200m content downloads. 

1.5m+
Research4Life downloads from Elsevier’s ScienceDirect 

5,000+
Elsevier journals available through Research4Life

2022 PERFORMANCE

Meaningful support of SDG 3 and SDG 10 
by championing inclusive health and 
research through global partnerships

Focus on a range of projects including the Sansum Diabetes 
Research Institute’s Latino community scientists and the 
Black Women’s Health Alliance to improve health care 
outcomes and reduce health disparities for African 
American and other minority women and families 
in Philadelphia.

The Elsevier Foundation works to help underserved 
communities around the world achieve better health 
outcomes and a more sustainable research ecosystem. 

Latino communities in the United States are 
disproportionately burdened by obesity and type 2 diabetes, 
and the many serious associated medical complications. 
Between 2020 and 2022, the Elsevier Foundation partnered 
with the Sansum Diabetes Research Institute to evaluate the 
therapeutic benefits, acceptability and dissemination of a 
culturally tailored, diet-focused lifestyle therapy 
programme. The project trained bilingual community health 
workers (Especialistas) to conduct diabetes outreach within 
Latino communities. They provided wearable digital health 
technologies, such as continuous glucose monitoring devices 
and activity and sleep trackers, and explained processes and 

results in lay terms. Using validated questionnaires to capture 
associated psycho social data from participants, the studies are 
assessing the clinical effectiveness of lifestyle therapy 
programmes among Latino adults. 

The Black Women’s Health Alliance aims to improve healthcare 
outcomes and reduce health disparities for African American 
and other minority women and families in Philadelphia through 
advocacy, education, research and support services. Its 
Millennial Sister Circle uses holistic approaches to health and 
well-being to support African American women in Philadelphia, 
aged 18-39 years. In 2022, they introduced a four-chapter 
curriculum covering a range of issues including stress 
management, trauma and depression, and financial health, 
with an emphasis on health-prioritised lifestyle. A dedicated 
app, e-modules, and a resource guide supported five virtual 
sessions in the year.
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Legal 
LexisNexis Legal & Professional (LNL&P) advances SDG 16 
(Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions) through its products and 
services that promote the Rule of Law. The LNL&P global legal 
and news database contains 144bn documents and records 
providing transparency of the law in more than 150 countries, 
with some 1.2m new legal documents added daily.

Through its content, data and analytics, LNL&P supports the 
four components of the Rule of Law: transparency of law, 
equality under the law, independent judiciaries and accessible 
legal remedy.

Legal has partnered with the International Bar Association (IBA) 
on the eyeWitness to Atrocities App, which allows human rights 
defenders to document and report human rights abuses 
in a secure and verifiable way so information can be used as 
admissible evidence in relevant forums such as the International 
Criminal Court of Justice. LNL&P utilises its premium data 
hosting capabilities to provide a secure repository for the 
information collected, with over 40,000 photos and videos 
uploaded to date, including over 20,000 relating to allegations 
of Human Rights abuses and crimes against humanity in Ukraine. 
In 2022, we provided support for the creation of a Ukrainian 
language version of the app.

In 2022, Legal, in partnership with the LexisNexis Rule of Law 
Foundation (LNROLF) and the Ukrainian National Bar Association, 
developed the LexisNexis Legal Aid Portal – Ukraine. The portal 
allows law firms and corporations to offer legal jobs and 
complimentary legal assistance to Ukrainian lawyers, enabling 
them to receive help from anywhere in the world. 

Legal, in partnership with the LNROLF, also launched the LexisNexis 
US Voting Laws and Legislation Centre in 2022. This tool, created by 
a LexisNexis team of over 50 employees, provides free public 
access to over 40,000 US state and federal voting laws and related 
legislative changes, providing unbiased, non-partisan information 
for understanding current laws, and changes over time.

Legal launched a new ESG tracker in 2022 that leverages Nexis 
Newsdesk to allow users to explore ESG trends and conduct 
customisable searches. It includes a search bar delivering the 
top 15 ESG-related news stories sourced in real time, drawing 
on nearly 100,000 news sources written in over 90 languages. 
The ESG tracker allows users to create comparisons between 
their ESG efforts and those of competitors.

In 2022, the LNROLF completed a multi-year project in support 
of the Defence Bar of Indonesia. Along with experts from the 
International Legal Foundation and the Attorney General 
Alliance, LNROLF facilitated training for defence lawyers and 
prosecutors on why input from both are essential to a fair trial. 
In addition, legal colleagues reviewed and supported the 
relaunch of a Human Rights Assessment Tool for Oxfam which 
allows citizens to protect their rights by providing details on 
their human rights status to government authorities.

Since 2008, LNL&P has partnered with industry associations to 
recognise individuals and organisations for their commitment 
to the Rule of Law. 2022 award honourees include Ghana’s Yorm 
Ama Abledu, recipient of the Outstanding Young Lawyer Award, 
jointly established by LNL&P and the IBA Young Lawyers 
Committee, for her demonstrable passion for mentoring the 
next generation of African legal professionals. In 2022, LNL&P 
also partnered with the IBA to establish the IBA Rule of Law 
Forum/LexisNexis Rule of Law Lifetime Achievement Award, 
which was presented to Benjamin B. Ferencz, for his dedication 
to the Rule of Law.

40,000+
Photos and videos uploaded to eyewitness to Atrocities 

1.2m+
New legal documents added daily to LexisNexis

2022 PERFORMANCE

Meaningful support of SDG 16 through 
advancing a legislative review project 
with the UK National Crime Agency and 
the International Centre for Missing and 
Exploited Children on child sexual abuse 
reporting and data sharing across 
nine countries

The LexisNexis Global Legal Team volunteered their time and 
expertise to develop a research piece on the legislation that 
companies operate within that may impact child sexual abuse 
reporting and data sharing. The team included colleagues 
from Australia, Canada, Germany, Hong Kong, the Philippines, 
Singapore, South Africa, the UK and the US. Research was 
conducted on data protection sharing and legal reporting 
obligations in 84 jurisdictions across the globe in support of 
a project that the UK National Crime Agency coordinated with 
the International Centre for Missing and Exploited Children.

This project is a great example of 
how we leverage our core business 
assets, our people, their expertise, 
and their passion, to advance the 
Rule of Law.
Nigel Roberts
VP Global Associations, LexisNexis Legal & Professional 
and VP LexisNexis Rule of Law Foundation
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Exhibitions
RX events strengthen communities and supports the SDGs, 
including SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities) and SDG 10 
(Reduced Inequalities). In addition, RX events support SDG 13 
(Climate Action) by allowing customers to conduct business more 
efficiently in a single setting, avoiding the need to travel and expend 
more emissions in order to see customers individually.

RX saw a strong return to face-to-face events in 2022. According 
to RX’s 2022 Customer Mindset Tracking Study, face-to-face 
business remains a key priority for customers looking to rebuild 
supply chains, renew their order books, and grow their businesses 
in a post/late Covid-19 world. 75% of small and medium 
enterprises which have been hardest hit by the absence of live 
marketplaces over the past two years, said trade events offered 
them something that they cannot get elsewhere. Returning 
customers also took advantage of new RX digital and data analysis 
tools to source business solutions and suppliers, capture more 
leads, and analyse and improve their event performance.

In 2022, as part of its five-year, $1m commitment to racial equity, 
RX supported two new charity partners: The Research in Color 
Foundation, a US-based, non-profit organisation which seeks to 
diversify economics through mentoring and financial support; and 
the GO Foundation in Australia, which creates opportunities for 
indigenous youth through educational scholarships, cultural 
connection days and mentoring.

At the 2022 MIPTV television market, RX France presented its 
third annual MIP SDG Award which honours media companies 
for their contribution to delivering the SDGs. The 2022 award 
was presented to Association of Commercial Television and VOD 
Services in Europe, in recognition of its work combatting the 
spread of online disinformation. Junk Kouture received the first 
MIP SDG Innovation Award for encouraging young people to 
create high fashion from recycled materials. The event also 
features the MIPCOM Diversify TV Excellence Awards, now in 
their sixth year, to honour the most compelling creators, 
characters and stories promoting diversity and inclusion 
on-screen. Among them were Pour toi Flora, a Radio Canada 
drama that explores the legacy of the trauma inflicted on 
Canada’s indigenous communities and Exceptional, a teen 
drama about a girl with autism, from Israel’s Kan 11.

Building on the success of its US programme for guests with 
disabilities, ReedPop introduced an accessibility programme at 
MCM Comic Con London for the first time in 2022 to ensure all 
fans had an equally rewarding experience. This included special 
assistance stickers and carer passes, special assistance lanes 
for entry to the venue, show floor and main stages, and British 
Sign Language interpreters for selected panels. The team also 
provided a dedicated ‘Reset Room’, staffed by volunteers from 
the mental health charity Gaming the Mind, for anyone feeling 
anxious, overstimulated or simply needing time out.

2022 PERFORMANCE

Meaningful support of SDG 11 including 
a focus on show content supporting net 
zero and the transition to a low-
carbon economy

As a founding signatory of the UFI Net Zero Carbon Events 
initiative, RX attended COP 27 in Sharm El Sheik in November 
to launch the global event industry’s Sustainable Roadmap. In 
the year, RX also established an internal Global Sustainability 
Council to drive its own roadmap to net zero and published a 
sustainability playbook for event teams.

Sustainability topics are embedded into a range of shows. For 
example, the National Hardware Show, Las Vegas, featured 
HABITAT, a new curated showcase for sustainable ideas and 
technologies at home. HABITAT educated buyers on what to 
look for when sourcing sustainable products and flagged 
opportunities for retailers in this rapidly growing market.

The Sustainability Corner at In-cosmetics Global provided 
an interactive educational area where participants could 
present sustainable ingredients and technologies to 
potential partners. The 2022 edition in Paris welcomed 
over 44 exhibitors (up from 29 in 2019), reflecting growing 
momentum towards a more conscious beauty industry. 

Ahead of Batimat, the world’s largest event dedicated to 
building and construction, RX embarked on a Low Carbon 
Construction Tour of 12 European and African cities to 
raise awareness of low-carbon solutions for the 
construction industry.

Working in partnership with the China Nonferrous Metals 
Processing Industry Association, Aluminium China 2022 
delivered its annual ‘Aluminium Packaging Public Welfare 

Zone’ to showcase sustainable advantages of aluminium 
packaging. The zone featured interactive can recycling, and 
visitors were invited to redeem environmentally friendly 
aluminium cans. As they did, they helped illuminate a carbon 
footprint tree. Some 1,000 cans were collected during the 
three day event.

Our global portfolio of energy 
business events offer a platform for 
thought leadership, and a showcase 
for clean energy transition.
Helen Sheppard
Sustainability Director, RX
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2023 objectives By 2030 

Protection of society – SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities): 
Expansion of financial inclusion efforts in Africa and APAC 
working to provide lenders with improved risk information 
from alternative credit data to benefit more people

Advance of science and health – SDG 10 (Reduced 
Inequalities and SDG 13 (Climate Action): Global 
partnerships to advance an inclusive approach to climate 
action, including with the World Academy of Sciences 
to support women scientists in the Global South working 
to address climate change

Promotion of the rule of law and access to justice – SDG 16 
(Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions): Advance the United 
Nations Global Compact’s SDG 16 Business Framework on 
Inspiring Transformational Governance to promote business 
understanding and implementation of SDG 16 

Fostering communities – SDG 13 (Climate Action): Progress 
Net Zero Carbon Events initiative, including by reporting the 
net zero pathway for RX shows 

Universal, sustainable access to information – Increase the 
number of unique users of the RELX SDG Resource Centre by 
15% over 2022

 Use our products and expertise to advance the SDGs, 
among them:

SDG 3 (Good Health And Well-Being)

SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities)

SDG 13 (Climate Action)

SDG 16 (Peace, Justice And Strong Institutions)

Enrich the SDG Resource Centre to ensure essential content, 
tools and events on the SDGs are freely available to all

Across RELX
Recognising that across RELX we have products, services, tools 
and events that advance the UN’s 17 SDGs, we created the free 
RELX SDG Resource Centre in 2017 to advance awareness, 
knowledge and implementation. Since 2017, we have made 
over 1,500 journal articles and book chapters free to access 
via the RELX SDG Resource Centre which would have 
otherwise cost over £3m to make open access.

We held our annual RELX SDG Inspiration Day in the year with a 
focus on SDG16, Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions, giving 
thought leaders, corporate representatives, investors, 
governments, and NGOs a common platform to discuss 
challenges and opportunities for collaboration. Keynote 

speakers included former Secretary General of the United 
Nations, Ban Ki-moon, and legendary musician and political 
activist, Sir Bob Geldof.

2022 marked the twelfth year of the RELX Environmental 
Challenge, focused on providing improved and sustainable 
access to water and sanitation where it is presently at risk. The 
$50,000 first prize winner was Caminos de Agua, a US charity 
operating in Mexico which develops low-cost, community-run 
groundwater treatment systems that remove arsenic and 
fluoride from community water supplies. The $25,000 second 
prize winner was MSABI, a Tanzanian organisation with a 
subscription-based model for maintaining community water 
pumps. For more information see page 69.

2022 PERFORMANCE

Advance the SDGs by increasing the 
number of research articles available 
on the RELX SDG Resource Centre

In 2022 we increased the number of research articles on 
the RELX SDG Resource Centre by 24% and added 650 new 
content items. We published 18 special issues in 2022 
featuring curated articles, book chapters and other content 
on specific topics. This included a humanitarian special issue 
in the wake of the invasion of Ukraine and other crises which 
had more than 27,000 page views. Ahead of COP27 in 
November we also released a climate change special issue, 
which included a curated list of 110 Elsevier journal articles 
and book chapters to inspire positive environmental action 
and further climate research. We closed the year with more 
than 155,082 unique users, a 16% increase over 2021.

3,200+
Research articles available on the RELX SDG Resource Centre
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CR Governance and reporting 
Our Board recognises the importance of maintaining high 
standards of corporate governance, which underpins our ability 
to deliver consistent financial performance, and value to our 
stakeholders, consistent with RELX’s culture of integrity. 
The Board has oversight responsibility of RELX’s corporate 
governance and their role and function is explained fully in the 
Corporate governance section (see pages 98 to 151). The Audit 
Committee of the Board regularly reviews ethics issues. In 
addition, the Chief Legal Officer (CLO) and Company Secretary is 
responsible for ethics issues as a member of the RELX executive 
committee. The Chief Compliance Officer and Corporate General 
Counsel reports to the CLO and presents to the Board annually 
on the status of our ethics policies and implementation. 

Governing policies set out our stance on key issues and are 
publicly available at  www.relx.com/cr-downloads. These 
include the RELX Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, the 
Code of Ethics for Senior Financial Officers, the Supplier Code 
of Conduct, Tax Principles, Privacy Principles, Inclusion and 
Diversity Policy, Health and Safety Policy, Editorial Policy, 
Quality First Principles and Product Donation Policy.

Our values
We monitor the progress of each business in embedding our values.

Corporate responsibility governance

Good governance allows us to make appropriate decisions in a manner that 
weighs economic considerations alongside the risk and impact on our 
business operations and our stakeholders. 

Strong corporate governance 
ensures a business has effective 
decision-making processes and 
controls in place so that the interests 
of all stakeholders are balanced.  
It is fundamental to the way RELX 
operates, and this is clearly visible 
in our culture of integrity and trust.

Hitomi Hibino
Assistant Company Secretary, 
RELX

CEO

Business area CEOs

CR  
Forum

Global  
Head of ESG 

and Corporate 
Responsibility and  

CR Team

Compliance 
Committees

RELX CR  
networks

Board

Valuing our  
people

Innovation Boundary- 
lessness

Passion  
for winning

Customer  
focus 

Our CR governance framework
The CEO has responsibility to the Board for CR. They and senior 
management, as well as the CR Forum, chaired by a senior leader 
and involving individuals representing key functions and business 
areas, set and monitor CR performance. This includes our annual 
and longer term CR objectives, which reflect the views of a range 
of internal and external stakeholders. More information can be 
found on  www.relx.com/additional-cr-resources. The Global 
Head of ESG and CR provides formal updates to the Board and 
engages on key issues with senior managers, who have 
CR-related Key Performance Objectives (see page 126).

https://www.relx.com/
https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads/additional-resources
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The Code and a related supplemental policy also address 
corporate political contributions, which are strictly prohibited 
except in the US, where such contributions and activities are 
permitted in certain states within allowable limits, if they comply 
with stringent reporting and disclosure regulations. Employees 
must obtain senior management approval for any proposed 
corporate political contributions; all corporate contributions 
are reported as required by law. Contributions are made on 
a bipartisan basis to support the progression of the company 
and no funds are donated for presidential campaigns.

We remained diligent in our ongoing efforts to comply with 
applicable bribery and sanctions laws and mitigate risks in 
these areas. Our anti-bribery and sanctions programmes 
include detailed, risk-based internal policies and procedures 
on topics such as doing business with government officials, gift 
and entertainment limits, gift registers, and complex sanctions 
requirements. Relationships with third parties and acquisition 
targets are evaluated for risk using one or more of the following 
methods, including; questionnaires, references, detailed 
electronic searches, and Know Your Customer screening tools. 
We monitor and assess the implementation of our anti-bribery 
and sanctions programmes by continually reviewing and updating 
our policies and procedures; conducting periodic programmatic 
risk assessments; and conducting quality reviews and internal 
monitoring and audits of the operational aspects of the programmes.

Helping our people pursue the highest  
ethical standards
RELX is committed to fostering a culture of integrity. Doing the 
Right Thing is more than a phrase at RELX, it embodies principles 
that represent RELX’s culture of integrity. It includes ensuring 
respect for one another, incorporating ethics in all our actions; 
growing our business with integrity; holding ourselves and 
each other accountable; and taking time to ask questions 
and report concerns.

Doing the Right Thing is underpinned by clear actions for 
employees, among them, being honest in our dealings with others; 
respecting the law, our policies and colleagues; and courageously 
speaking out for what is right. RELX in turn provides supporting 
training and resources; enables a culture where people can feel 
comfortable speaking up and experience no retaliation when they 
do; and ensures concerns are listened to and acted on in a fair 
and timely manner.

The pillars of our compliance activities are risk assessment; 
policies and procedures; training and communications; 
investigations and remediation; and monitoring of internal 
controls. Accordingly, the RELX Operating and Governance 
Principles describe the processes, policies, and controls to 
manage risk. We engage in a legal and compliance risk 
assessment twice a year to identify the top legal and compliance 
risks to the Company. 

Our Code of Ethics and Business Conduct (the Code) sets the 
standards of behaviour for all RELX employees. Among other 
topics, the Code addresses fair competition, anti-bribery, 
conflicts of interest, employment practices, data protection and 
appropriate use of company property and information. It also 
encourages reporting of violations – with an anonymous reporting 
option where legally permissible. 

We offer several reporting channels to report Code-related 
concerns, including an Integrity Line, available to employees, 
suppliers, and other reporting persons. The Integrity Line is 
managed by an independent third party and accessible by 
telephone or online 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The Integrity 
Line also includes an Ask A Question feature which allows 
employees to seek ethical advice before taking action. Reports 
of violations of the Code or related policies are promptly 
investigated, with careful tracking and monitoring of violations 
and related mitigation and remediation efforts. 

  The number of reports received is publicly available on our 
website www.relx.com/investors/corporate-governance/
code-of-ethics 

We maintain a comprehensive set of other compliance policies and 
procedures in support of the Code and our risk areas, which are 
reviewed and updated periodically to ensure they remain current 
and effective. We formally audit the compliance programme, 
including the Code, every three years. Our policies, including  
our anti-bribery policies, also comprise part of our adequate 
procedures for compliance with applicable laws. Full and 
part-time employees receive mandatory training on the Code – both 
as new hires and regularly throughout their employment – on topics 
such as maintaining a respectful workplace, preventing bribery 
and anti-competitive activity, and protecting personal and 
company data. Mandatory periodic training covers key Code topics 
and is supplemented by advanced in-person training for those in 
higher-risk roles or regions. Temporary staff and apprentices are 
also assigned training. 

Key points:  
Ethics and compliance policies,  
training and tracking

  Read our Code of Ethics and Business Conduct at www.relx.com/
cr-downloads

To help employees comply with applicable laws, we 
supplement the Code with other policies in areas critical 
to our business, including anti-bribery, competition, data 
privacy and security, trade sanctions and workplace conduct.

To facilitate understanding 
of the Code and our other 
policies we require cyclical 
mandatory training and use 
a range of communication 
tools, including video

We maintain compliance 
committees for all RELX 
business areas which help 
set and implement 
compliance initiatives for 
each business

We provide specialised 
training and webinars for 
colleagues in higher-risk 
roles and locations

The Code stipulates 
protection against 
retaliation if a suspected 
violation of the Code or 
law is reported

99.5%
Completion rate for all 
courses within 90 days 
of issuance

 13
Our Code of Ethics and 
Business Conduct is 
available in 13 languages
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We engage with our employees about compliance through 
written communications and other media, such as short videos. 
To celebrate Compliance Week 2022, we developed articles and 
activities to demonstrate how employees contribute to our culture 
of integrity by highlighting specific examples from across our 
business areas.

Our Code of Ethics and Business Conduct supports the principles 
of the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) and stresses our 
commitment to human rights. In accordance with the UN’s Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights, we consider where and 
how we operate to avoid human trafficking and modern slavery in 
our direct operations and in our supply chain. 

  Our Modern Slavery Act Statement, available at  
www.relx.com, provides further details.

As a signatory to the UNGC, we support its principles, 
encompassing human rights, labour, environment and 
anti-corruption, in key policies including our Code and our 
Supplier Code. 

Data privacy 
Our commitment to data privacy remained a critical RELX priority 
during 2022. We conducted audits on the use of our Risk products 
by our customers, and continued to ensure that we structured 
relevant contracts to govern appropriate use of our products to 
protect individuals. 

Dedicated privacy teams implemented requirements for 
compliance with emerging data protection regulations around the 
globe. In addition, RELX continued to advocate for clear national 
privacy laws that protect consumers, bolster consumer trust and 
allow businesses to invest in data-driven activities that serve the 
public interest.

Cyber security
We observed Cyber Security Awareness Month with both central 
and business specific initiatives aimed at improving security 
understanding for employees. This included an Ask Me Anything 
session with Chief Information Security Officers from across the 
Company and our fifth annual phishing awareness challenge for 
employees. Furthermore, in recognition of International Fraud 
Awareness Week, we hosted various employee events including 
a quiz and daily challenges. Throughout the year, we also 
contributed to industry knowledge by sharing appropriate 
learnings with the external security awareness community. 

Pensions and investments
The Statement of Investment Principles for our UK pension 
scheme demonstrates that the Trustee recognises that 
consideration of financially material factors, including ESG and 
climate risk, is relevant at different stages of the investment 
process. As long-term investors, the Trustee embeds 
consideration of ESG factors in its investment decision-making as 
ESG factors can have a material impact on risk and return. The 
Trustee has produced a Responsible Investment Policy which has 
been shared with all managers. Throughout the year, the Trustee 
Board received presentations from ESG experts and set up a 
dedicated Responsible Investment Sub-Group.

Corporate responsibility issues are also relevant to the 
investment decisions made by RE Venture Partners, RELX’s 
corporate venture arm. RE Venture has invested in sustainable 
food production, environmental education and the creation of 
inclusive content.

 

2022 PERFORMANCE

Support of SDG 16 through global 
activities for employees to raise 
awareness of data privacy and protection, 
including for Data Privacy Day

We increased activities during 2022 to bolster employee 
awareness of our commitment to data privacy and how they 
can act as responsible stewards of personal information 
we hold. 

To promote Data Privacy Day 2022 we created and distributed 
a promotional video by our data protection officers and Chief 
Privacy Officer. On the day we also announced the winners of 
the annual RELX Privacy Champions contest and sponsored a 
Data Privacy Day quiz to spur colleagues to demonstrate their 
privacy knowledge. 

We undertook additional Data Privacy Day awareness 
activities which included leadership messages and articles. 
Employee awareness privacy promotions continued during 
the year, with messaging in May about Privacy Awareness 
Week in the Asia Pacific region and globally about the fourth 
anniversary of the GDPR framework in the European Union. 

2022 PERFORMANCE

Support of SDG 16 by expanding National 
Institute of Standards and Technology 
Cybersecurity Framework assessment 
reporting

All four operating divisions completed independent 
third-party assessments of their cybersecurity programmes 
measured against the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology Cybersecurity Framework during the year. RELX 
continues to enhance its controls in the five pillars of NIST 
CSF - Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, and Recover. These 
assessments involve questionnaires and inspection of our 
cybersecurity governance and control implementation to 
judge efficacy and maturity. 

During 2022, we enhanced our security programme, 
adding additional monitoring capabilities and implementing 
more mechanisms to ensure threat intelligence is shared 
in a meaningful way. We also enhanced our technical 
resilience capabilities to enhance our ability to respond 
to cyber-attacks. 

https://www.relx.com/
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2022 PERFORMANCE

Support of SDG 16 through continued 
advancement of African tax law 
codification pilots

Taxes provide governments with the essential revenue 
necessary for public services that benefit their citizens. 
Governments need codified tax laws to know when, how much 
and from whom they should be collecting. Citizens need 
codified and transparent tax laws to understand their liabilities 
and to advocate for fair collection and use of their remittances. 
Unfortunately, in many countries around the world, it is difficult 
for tax authorities and taxpayers alike to access tax law in a 
complete, up-to-date and consolidated form. 

Working with LexisNexis Legal & Professional South Africa 
and the LexisNexis Rule of Law Foundation, in 2022, we 
progressed a project to produce and maintain a set of freely 
available consolidated tax laws in Ethiopia, our first pilot 
country, with a view to making tax laws more transparent and 
accessible to the government and its citizens. We aim to have 
substantially completed the project and expand to a second 
country in 2023.

2023 objectives By 2030

Security – SDG 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions): 
Successful completion and testing of technical resilience 
enhancement initiatives across business units

Privacy – SDG 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions): 
Increase efficiency in fulfilling privacy requests at scale.

Responsible tax – SDG 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong 
Institutions): Continue to advance African tax law 
codification projects

Continued progressive actions that advance excellence in 
corporate governance within our business and the marketplace

A responsible taxpayer 
Taxation is an important issue for us as well as our stakeholders, 
including our shareholders, governments, customers,  
suppliers, employees and the global communities in which  
we operate. We are transparent about our approach to tax.  
At  www.relx.com/go/TaxPrinciples we provide details about 
our tax principles and global tax contribution – broken down  
by regions and categories – along with our tax risk control 
framework. There are also case studies showing how RELX has 
made a positive contribution in tax-related areas to benefit society 
as a whole. RELX is a signatory to the B Team’s Responsible 
Tax Principles.

Globally, in 2022, RELX paid £495m in corporate taxes, but also 
paid and collected much more in payroll taxes and indirect taxes. 
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Our people 
One of our five RELX values is valuing our people and for us that 
means creating an environment where our employees can do their 
best work and achieve our business objectives. This, in turn, helps 
us be an employer of choice, so that we can recruit and retain the 
best people. 

We conduct regular employee opinion surveys across RELX and 
our 2022 Pulse Survey had the highest response to date with 
almost 30,000 employees responding. Our Net Promoter Score  
is a key indicator, as it asks employees if they would recommend 
working at RELX, which continues to improve. We have also 
maintained employee engagement at 98%. Through these 
surveys we continually ask for feedback and ensure we respond 
accordingly to keep RELX an excellent place to work for all 
our people. 

All four of our business areas were included in the 2022 
Comparably Best Global Company culture list, Elsevier was 5th, 
LexisNexis Legal & Professional 18th, RX 31st and LexisNexis Risk 
Solutions 36th. LexisNexis Legal & Professional was cited in 
Comparably’s top 25 companies for career growth and LexisNexis 
Risk Solutions and RX received awards for best leadership teams. 
Kumsal Bayazit, CEO of Elsevier and Mike Walsh, CEO of 
LexisNexis Legal & Professional, were cited as two of the best 
CEOs for women and diversity.

Our workforce consists of over 35,000 people and seven years is 
the average length of service. 97% of our employees are full-time 
and 3% part-time, with the oldest employee being 86 years old. 
1% of employees are temporary workers and we engage over 
1,000 contingent workers. We estimate the total hours worked 
by all employees to be more than 63m in the year.

In 2022, our total turnover rate was 15.5%; the voluntary turnover 
rate was 13.1% and the involuntary rate was 2.4% reflecting the 
buoyancy of international labour markets.

People

We owe our success to RELX’s talented employees, including researchers, 
technologists, event managers, product engineers, data scientists and many 
others. We depend on our employees and they count on us to create a fair, 
challenging, rewarding and supportive work environment where they can 
achieve their potential.

Ronda Bazley Moore
Chief Inclusion and Diversity 
Officer, LexisNexis Legal & 
Professional

Building a positive workplace,  
one that is diverse and inclusive, is 
important because it means we can 
all be our best. It allows everyone  
to use their knowledge and skills  
to contribute to the success  
of the business while achieving  
their full career potential without 
unnecessary barriers.

35,000+
Employees worldwide

7
Average length of service 
in years

$15m
Investment in training

400,000
Number of training hours 
across RELX

98%
Employee engagement 
score in 2022 RELX 
Employee Pulse Survey

500+
Number of mentoring 
relationships through 
NetWorx
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Training and development
We are proactive in helping our people to develop. Each year 
we undertake an organisational talent review that involves the 
CEO and other senior leaders identifying employee advancement 
opportunities. Employees have access to our global job board 
and can view and apply for available openings across the world. 

Enabling Performance is our approach to personal development 
which reviews skills and achievements and identifies 
opportunities for recognition and advancement. Enabling 
Performance encourages regular and impactful performance, 
development and career conversations for all employees. 

In 2022, we invested approximately $15m in training (including 
courses, seminars, one-to-one instruction and tuition 
reimbursement) to develop the capabilities and future potential 
of our people. RELX employees engaged in approximately 400,000 
training hours in the year, including time spent on our online 
learning platforms. We invest in leading digital learning for all 
employees to support their personal and professional 
development via mobile and other devices. 

Career development is further supported by a global mentorship 
programme, NetWorx, that involves participants from across our 
business areas. The digital mentoring platform recommends 
matches based on individual profiles and specific goals, creating 
six month long mentoring relationships. In 2022, the platform 
supported more than 500 active mentoring pairs. 

By the close of 2022, approximately 100 of RELX’s top executives 
had either completed a Management Development Process or had 
their existing development plan revisited. This leads to precise 
actions for attaining present and future career objectives; 
provides an insightful view of the individual; and encourages 
openness, as sensitive issues are addressed in a spirit of 
confidentiality and respect. The Management Development 
Process involves in-depth interviews to assess strengths and 
development areas; agreeing an action plan with the individual 
and their manager on present role, skills and knowledge; and 
future career aspirations. Plans may include gaining international 
experience, focused coaching and engagement outside RELX 
where appropriate. Progress against development plans is 
regularly updated and checked by the CEO. 

Reward

2022 PERFORMANCE

Advance reward education for people 
managers encompassing pay equity

Cascade newly developed, on-demand, reward eLearning 
modules to managers for real time access.

Reward education for people managers encompassing pay 
equity took place across our four business areas in the year. 
In addition, we launched on-demand reward eLearning 
modules for all people managers, with content added to 
onboarding materials for new managers.

We made online learning tools available across the business, 
which were referenced as part of the reward cycle and other 
leader and HR communications.

We have robust and well-established reward mechanisms across 
RELX, with a strong emphasis on performance, fairness and 
equity. In 2022, we introduced a programme of reward education 
for people managers to explain how our reward mechanisms 
operate and help build trust in reward. 

In 2022, 45% of employees were eligible for variable pay through 
an annual incentive or commission plan. 

We operate a number of different employee share plans including 
all-employee share purchase programmes in the UK and the 
Netherlands, which together represent approximately 20% of our 
employees. We will be rolling out a similar plan in the US in 2023, 
subject to shareholder approval at the 2023 AGM.

Performance targets associated with CR are embedded within our 
annual incentive framework to progress our annual and 
multi-year CR objectives. 

Well-being and support
The global pandemic has had a long-lasting effect on how people 
work and we have many employees who are working from home 
most of the time. With this in mind, we have prioritised the physical 
and mental health of our people. We highlighted dedicated health 
and well-being resources available to all employees across RELX, 
maintained a network of more than 130 Well-being Champions, 
and marked World Wellbeing Week 2022 with events which 
highlighted health and well-being programmes and resources 
available to all RELX colleagues, including the Headspace app with 
mindfulness resources, and virtual fitness classes. 

We offer employee assistance programmes to all our employees, 
providing professional counselling to help them and their family 
members with personal or work-related issues that may impact 
their health or well-being. This service is available 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year. 

Leave benefits
Our global HR information system covers approximately 99% 
of our workforce, allowing us to track absence. In the UK and the 
Netherlands, there was an absence rate of 1.14% (number of 
unscheduled absent days out of total days worked in 2022) for 
reasons such as sick, compassionate and unpaid leave. 

In the US, there were 1,381 cases under the US Family Medical 
Leave Act, which provides up to 12 weeks of unpaid job protected 
leave in a 12-month period, including for the birth or adoption of a 
child, or to care for a family member or an employee’s own serious 
health condition. RELX also offers a Modern Family Leave benefit 
to eligible US employees which provides up to 14 weeks of paid 
leave following the birth of a child or the placement of a child with 
the employee for adoption and up to 8 weeks of paid leave to care 
for an eligible family member with a serious health condition.

In the US, maternity leave is 14 weeks at full pay. In the UK it is 
26 weeks’ ordinary maternity leave.
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Inclusion and diversity

2022 PERFORMANCE

Progress RELX inclusion goals, including 
reviewing external best practices for 
voluntary disclosures of gender identity, 
sexual orientation and disability

During 2022, we progressed our inclusion goals by 
introducing targeted initiatives encompassing training, 
development and recruitment. We commenced reviewing 
external best practices for voluntary disclosure by employees 
of personal diversity information. That review is continuing in 
2023. In 2022, Elsevier launched a self-ID project for authors, 
building on an industry-wide initiative colleagues helped 
develop. More than 2.7m researchers chose to provide 
gender, race and ethnicity data as part of Elsevier’s journal 
article submission process.

The importance of inclusion and diversity is enshrined in our 
Code of Ethics and Business Conduct. We prohibit discrimination. 
We recruit, hire, develop, promote and provide conditions of 
employment without regard to race, colour, creed, religion, 
national origin, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual 
orientation, marital status, age, disability or any other category 
protected by law. This includes accommodating employees’ 
disabilities and religious beliefs and practices.

At RELX, inclusion and diversity is also about encouraging, 
supporting and promoting diversity of thought across the Company. 
This includes diversity of national origin, ethnic, and cultural 
backgrounds, as well as the other characteristics mentioned 
above such as gender, race, sexual orientation and religious 
beliefs. We derive competitive advantage from the breadth of 
backgrounds, diverse perspectives, opinions and differing ways 
of thinking that our employees bring to everything they do.

Our Inclusion and Diversity Policy builds on this and explains our 
commitment to a diverse workforce and an environment that 
respects individuals and their contributions. Practical action is 
driven by our inclusion strategy, and we have an Inclusion Council, 
composed of leaders from across our company, supported by a 
broader Inclusion Working Group with 240 participants. Our 
2020-2025 inclusion goals, covering all aspects of diversity, 
guide our inclusion and diversity efforts. During 2022, we have 
progressed our inclusion goals through targeted initiatives 
encompassing training, development and recruitment.

Employee Resource Groups
RELX Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) encourage employees 
to collaborate, advocate and engage communities, furthering 
inclusion and diversity at RELX. In recognition of the important 
roles ERGs play in advancing a culture of inclusion, all employees 
have two days paid time-off per year to use for ERG-sponsored 
activities. In 2022, ERG recorded hours recorded grew to 11,000 
hours. In 2022, certain ERGs were consolidated to maximise focus 
and impact. There are currently 69 active networks, focused on a 
range of inclusion priorities, including gender, race, ethnicity, age, 
LGBTQ+ and disability. Over 2,400 employees participated in our 
virtual inclusion and diversity conference, Be You, Belong, which ran 
over two days during Diversity Awareness Month. The event focused 
on how we can cultivate a sense of belonging across the Company. 
The event featured 97 speakers and over 21 hours of coverage, 
receiving an average employee satisfaction score of 9.3/10 and 
attendance increased by 124% compared to the previous year. 

50%

50%

Gender of employees

Men
Women

44%

56%

Gender of managers

Men
Women

31%

69%

Gender of senior leaders

Men
Women

57%

20%
23%

Employee age split

30 and under
31 to 50
51 and over

240
Participants in our Inclusion 
Working Group

99.1%
RELX score in Workplace 
Pride Benchmark (LGBTQ+)

69
Number of active Employee 
Resource Groups

 11,000+
Employee hours engaged  
in ERG sponsored activities
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13%

8%

7% <1%
2%

4%

66%

Ethnicity of US/UK employees

Unknown
Other

White
Black
Asian

Hispanic

Multi-Racial 
or Indigenous

4%
10% 9% <1%

2%
3%

72%

Ethnicity of US/UK managers

Unknown
Other

White
Black
Asian

Hispanic

Multi-Racial 
or Indigenous

2% 7% 7% <1%
1%

2%

81%

Ethnicity of US/UK senior leaders

Unknown
Other

White
Black
Asian

Hispanic

Multi-Racial 
or Indigenous

Gender 
In 2022, the gender diversity of our senior leader population 
increased from 30% women at the end of 2021 to 31%, while our 
women people managers remained at 44%. With respect to our 
Board of Directors, at year end 2022, women comprised 40% of 
the Board, and Non-Executive Director Marike van Lier Lels 
serves as our Workforce Engagement Director. 

We have implemented a range of initiatives to enhance the 
career development opportunities for women. In Risk, a 
bespoke Leadership Development Programme, Ignite & 
Accelerate, provided mentoring, coaching and sponsorship for 
16 high-potential women in the year to move cross functionally 
and vertically, as well as into commercial roles. Since the 
programme started in 2019, 60% of the 45 women involved have 
been promoted, with a 90% retention rate. Risk also continued 
their women’s mentorship programme which connected 400 
people in the year. Elsevier kicked off the fourth cohort of the 
Developing Talent for Gender Equity programme and won the 
Women of the Future Corporate Award, with specific recognition 
for prioritising and aligning internal and external-facing initiatives 
encompassing advancing inclusion, diversity and equity in 
research and healthcare.

With some 10,000 technologists in our business, we need to 
attract the best talent for our current and future work. Of the 
approximately 8,000 technologists we employ, 25% are women. 
In 2022, we continued our Women in Technology internal 
mentoring programme. Senior women and men in technology 
serve as mentors to help high-potential women technologists 
advance. In 2022, there were 248 participants, a 143% increase 
from 2021. RELX is a signatory of the Tech Talent Charter, a 
non-profit organisation working to address inequality in the UK 
tech sector and in the year we contributed data in support of their 
Diversity in Tech report.

RELX is a signatory to the Women’s Empowerment Principles, 
a United Nations Global Compact and UN initiative to help 
companies empower women and promote gender equality. 
We comply with employee-related reporting requirements, and 
our business areas publish UK gender pay gap reports as required 
by UK legislation. They can be found at  www.relx.com/
corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-
downloads/local-reporting-requirements.

We marked International Women’s Day 2022 with a panel 
discussion featuring Feraye Ozfescioglu, CEO of the World 
Humanitarian Forum, Philippa Scarlett, Head of Global 
Government Affairs at RELX, and Gemma Hersh, SVP, Global 
Academic and Government Sales at Elsevier who discussed 
their career paths, future ambitions, and practical advice to 
help women achieve their ambitions. 

Race and ethnicity
Ethnic minority representation in the US and UK was 27%,  
two key jurisdictions which account for approximately 57% of 
our employee base. Ethnic minority senior leaders increased 
to 12% while ethnic minority managers stayed consistent at 
19% in 2022. With respect to our Board of Directors, at least one 
member is from a minority ethnic background, in line with the 
UK Parker Review. 

We have a number of initiatives underway that focus on race and 
ethnicity. Risk launched Emerge and Evolve, a talent development 
programme for ethnically diverse talent with 31 employees in the 
first cohort. The programme will enable visibility, enhance core 
leadership skills and offer coaching to prepare employees for 
more senior roles in the organisation.

Elsevier implemented a Developing Talent for Minority Equity 
programme for 36 colleagues from nine countries designed 
to expand opportunities in senior leadership for 
underrepresented talent.

In 2022, Legal expanded its fellowship programme in partnership 
with its African Ancestry Network ERGs and the LexisNexis Rule 
of Law Foundation, with a 50% increase to 18 fellowship 
candidates and funding of $180,000 to Historically Black College 
or University Law School Consortium students. The Fellows spent 
nine months developing their leadership skills and working with 
LexisNexis colleagues on projects focused on eliminating systemic 
racism in our legal system and advancing the Rule of Law. 

Exhibitions partnered with two organisations to increase the 
diversity of its talent searches: OneTen in the US sources Black 
candidates who have outstanding work experience but no college 
degree and Black Young Professionals (BYP) Network helps raise 
awareness of the RX brand in order to attract Black talent to the 
business. Senior leaders from RX in the UK and US will mentor 
ten BYP job candidates through the network’s Mentorship 
Programme in 2023.
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Inclusive workplace
Across the business, inclusive workplace training encompassed 
inclusive leadership, as well as unconscious bias with small group 
discussions to highlight situations that can adversely impact 
colleagues and team achievements. In the year, psychological 
safety facilitators delivered workshops for managers and their 
teams. We capture psychological safety data through surveys with 
a support process to aid teams with low scores and additional 
intranet resources available for all participants.

Our Inclusion and Diversity Policy is available at  
 www.relx.com/cr-downloads. 

2020-2025 Inclusion goals
Gender: Increase the percentage of women in management, 
senior leadership and technology roles over time

Race and ethnicity: Increase the racial and ethnic diversity of 
our workforce over time

LGBTQ+: Foster an LGBTQ+ supportive workplace tracked 
through employee surveys 

Disability: Foster a disability supportive workplace tracked 
through employee surveys

Inclusive workplace: Establish minimum global standards 
in areas such as flexible working and leave benefits; continue 
impactful global inclusion training and track effectiveness, 
including through employee surveys; engagement on inclusion 
across RELX, with leadership involvement and grassroots 
employee participation, including through ERGs

LGBTQ+
RELX scored 99.1% in the 2022 Workplace Pride Benchmark, 
receiving the Advocate designation for LGBTQ+ workplace 
inclusion. We celebrated Pride Month 2022 with ERG activities 
across the Company including participation in the London, Atlanta 
and Chennai Pride Parades, and a panel discussion hosted by 
Mark Kelsey, CEO LexisNexis Risk Solutions, on the importance 
of LGBTQ+ visibility at senior levels. 

We are a member of the Open for Business Coalition which 
promotes the economic case for LGBTQ+ inclusion. In 2022, 
we supported the Coalition’s South East Asia programme aimed 
at improving the social and legal situation for LGBTQ+ people in 
the region, gathering local data and insights to support 
LGBTQ+ inclusion.

The 2022 Elsevier Rising TIDE (Tomorrow, Inclusion, Diversity, and 
Equity) for Pride programme took place with 44 participants. New 
and early-career Elsevier employees who identify as members of 
the LGBTQ+ community are paired with more senior colleagues 
who identify as LGBTQ+ or allies for mentoring and support during 
a six-month period. 

In 2022, RELX signed The Business Coalition for the Equality Act, 
a group of leading employers in the US that support the Equality 
Act, federal legislation to provide the same basic protections to 
LGBTQ+ people as are provided to other protected groups under 
federal law.  The Human Rights Campaign gathered signatures 
from over 500 companies which have signed the Business 
Statement Opposing Anti-LGBTQ State Legislation opposing 
legislation aimed at restricting the rights of LGBTQ+ people. 

Disability
Our Enabled ERGs champion disability inclusion across our 
business areas through training, events and mentoring. Disability 
Fundamentals is our online interactive training for managers and 
colleagues to learn about disability awareness, disclosures and 
accommodations.

The RELX CEO is a signatory to the Valuable 500, a global CEO 
community revolutionising disability inclusion. In 2022, we 
celebrated the International Day of Persons with Disabilities 
with sessions looking at how to create a safe and welcoming work 
environment for people with disabilities, including making 
meetings accessible for all colleagues. 

In 2022, Risk signed up to the Neurodiversity in Business charter, 
a business forum for organisations to share industry good practice 
on neurodiversity recruitment, retention and empowerment.

Elsevier launched their Enabled Mentoring Programme in the 
year, matching seven pairs of employees who have a disability, 
including those who are new to the organisation or those who have 
been recently diagnosed with a disability. The aim is to foster 
confidence at work. Elsevier also continued its partnership with 
the Business Disability Forum which works to remove barriers 
to inclusion. 

Legal earned the top score of 100% in the 2022 Disability Equality 
Index. It runs Project Empowerment, global training on how to 
successfully embed accessibility into our products. In 2022, 
13 training sessions focused on improving product inclusion 
and since launching in 2021, over 300 people have been trained. 

https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads
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Health and safety

2022 PERFORMANCE

Review safety risk assessment and 
training modules to cover three working 
models – office, home and hybrid

In the year, we reviewed various modes of working 
post-pandemic. We moved to a new training provider to allow 
each user to complete just one risk assessment based on a 
personalised profile of their working arrangements, whether 
that is working from home, the office or hybrid. The new 
system is also linked to our global HR information system, 
Workday, to improve efficiencies. We will expand a 2022 trial 
across the UK and Netherlands and other geographies.

The importance of employee health and safety is emphasised  
in the RELX Code of Ethics and Business Conduct and also  
in the RELX Health and Safety Policy, both available on  

 www.relx.com. These documents commit us to providing 
a healthy and safe workplace for all employees, as well as safe 
products and services for clients. The CEO is responsible for 
health and safety on behalf of the Board. 
Good health and safety practice is reinforced through a network 
of Health and Safety Champions reporting to business area CEOs. 
They receive support from health and safety managers and other 
colleagues in the business, encompassing bimonthly calls, a 
Health Resources page on our intranet site, and an annual Health 
and Safety Champions meeting. We consult with employees 
globally on health and safety through staff and works councils. 
Adopting a risk-based approach, we have dedicated safety 
committees at relevant locations that meet monthly (or as 
needed) to review safety concerns and any incidents. 
We provide tailored health and safety training to employees 
at higher risk of injury in the workplace, including warehouse, 
facilities and sales employees who regularly lift or carry products. 
In the US, we engage a third-party specialist to inspect locations 
that had high incident rates in the previous year. Locations outside 
the US must follow local regulatory frameworks and we continue 
to harmonise local reporting with our global health and safety 
reporting guidelines.

We provide employee support following any incident. For example, 
in the US, we work with a third-party resource to assign a nurse 
case manager to each complex or severe claim, who works with 
the employer, employee and treating physician to get an employee 
back to health in the shortest possible time.

With many employees continuing to work from home, we ensured 
regular communication to help employees understand the 
importance of good posture, correct home set-up and positive 
working routines. Increased home working and reduced travel 
due to the pandemic resulted in significantly lower accidents in 
the year. There were no work-related deaths reported in 2022.

In our Exhibitions business we have specific safety risks, including 
working at height, heavy lifting and using forklifts. At UK-based 
exhibitions we run accredited health and safety management 
training for operational staff to ensure they can appropriately 
respond to any incident.

Working across many different countries where health and safety 
standards vary is a challenge in the events industry. Together with 
peers, Exhibitions endorses the g-Guide which sets out standards 
to safeguard the health and safety of people working at or visiting 
an event or exhibition, and uses illustrations to reinforce key 
points and overcome language barriers.

2022 H&S performance (frequency rate)

20222018 2020 20212019

0.03

0.06

0.01 0.01
0.02

0

0.1

20%

40%

40%

2022 H&S performance (lost time) 
cases by type

Manual handling/
repetitive strain

Slip trip fall

Use of tools
or equipment

Accident reporting covers 82% of employees

2023 objectives By 2030

Inclusion – SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities): Expand Women in 
Tech Mentoring programme with more pairings

Well-being – SDG 3 (Good Health and Well-Being): Relaunch 
Fit2Win global employee fitness competition

Continued high-performing and satisfied workforce 
through talent development, D&I and well-being
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Improving customer outcomes 
Our goal is to improve outcomes for our customers by providing 
information-based analytics and decision tools for professional 
and business customers that benefit their daily work.

In 2022, electronic products and services accounted for 
83% of revenue, up from 37% in 2006.

Editorial standards
Maintaining the integrity of what we publish is vital to the trust of 
customers and other stakeholders. Our Editorial Policy, available 
to all staff (and publicly available on www.relx.com/corporate-
responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads), 
makes clear our respect for human rights and encourages 
pluralism of sources, ideas and voices. 

To ensure the quality of scientific papers submitted to Elsevier, 
primary research journals undergo peer review. This means that 
once received from an author, editors send papers to specialist 
researchers in the field. In most disciplines, this is done 
anonymously. In some cases, the process is ‘double blind,’ where 
both the reviewer and the author are anonymous, to limit bias 
based on an author’s gender, country of origin, academic status or 
previous publication history. It may also help ensure that articles 
written by renowned authors are considered on the content of 
their papers, rather than their reputation.

In 2022, Elsevier launched the Peer Review Workbench 
(PRW), a new tool for the growing field of research on research. 
Researchers and academics can use the platform to apply to 
access metadata for manuscripts in Elsevier journals in order 
to run systematic analyses on peer review processes in different 
disciplines at scale. The PRW aims to address the need  
for further transparency in, and evidence-based studies on,  
the journal editorial and peer review process, in pursuit of 
continuous improvement for research, science and society.

In the year, Elsevier enabled the automatic sharing of peer review 
metadata by offering a feed of peer review information from our 
submission and peer review system Editorial Manager (EM) to 
Open Researcher and Contributor ID (ORCID) after the peer 
review process has been completed. ORCID is a not-for-profit, 
cross-publisher organisation that enables transparent and 
trustworthy connections between researchers, their 
contributions, and their affiliations. It provides researchers 
with a unique ID which they can connect with their professional 
information. The peer review section on an author’s record 
lists their peer review activities across journals and publishers, 
a simple way to showcase their reviewing work to peers and 
institutions. Data is supplied directly by participating publishers 
and cannot be entered manually, which ensures data is reliable  
and valid. 

  Read more about peer review at www.elsevier.com/
reviewers/what-is-peer-review

Customers

We recognise that the growth and future of our company is dependent on 
our ability to deliver information-based analytics and decision tools in a 
sustainable way to customers.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the 
potential to transform lives, 
improve diagnostics and deliver 
education. It’s exciting to be able to 
use it as a force for good but with 
opportunity comes responsibility. 
Our customers need to trust us, and 
to know that we are thoughtful and 
serious in how we deploy AI and that 
is why our use of AI is governed by 
our responsible AI Principles.

Elizabeth Crossick
Head of Government Affairs, 
EU, RELX

83%
In 2022, electronic products and services accounted for 
83% of revenue, up from 37% in 2006 

https://www.elsevier.com/reviewers/what-is-peer-review
https://www.elsevier.com/reviewers/what-is-peer-review
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Digital knowledge and innovation:  
advancing customer goals
Across RELX, we work to address customer challenges through 
digital innovation.

Risk
ICIS, part of Risk, is a global provider of chemical and energy 
market intelligence. In 2022 ICIS launched Supplier Carbon 
Footprints to help companies measure, manage and identify 
opportunities to reduce global supply chain emissions for 
chemicals and plastics with ground-breaking emission data by 
supplier, plant, and product. Developed in partnership with 
Carbon Minds, Supplier Carbon Footprints provides emissions 
insights for 71 chemicals and plastics. Because emissions vary 
widely between supplier, region and plant, the tool provides more 
accurate findings than emissions calculated solely on a regional 
or country basis. With Supplier Carbon Footprints, organisations 
can clearly measure and compare the climate impact of their 
supply chains.

Scientific, Technical & Medical 
Elsevier continued to improve its flagship clinical reference 
solution, ClinicalKey, to further streamline access to evidence-
based information clinicians need to make informed decisions.  
In addition to single sign-on access added in the year, its 
auto-suggest capability was improved to include direct links 
to books and journals to enrich the user’s search experience. 
126 new topics were added to the clinical overviews feature, 
medical topic synopses to assist in decision-making at the 
point of care, bringing the total to over 1,500.

Legal
In 2022, Legal enhanced Lexis+ with Fact & Issue Finder, a 
practice-specific feature that enables legal professionals to build 
legal strategies centred around the facts, issues and topics of their 
case, allowing litigators to generate precise, actionable search 
results and reducing time spent researching and compiling data 
from multiple sources. 

Developed using feedback from customer interactions, Fact 
& Issue Finder mimics the processes that legal professionals 
perform when researching cases, enhancing the research 
experience with the use of search and machine-learning 
technologies, streamlined workflows and data visualisations. 
A single search can gather case law, practical guidance, 
verdicts and settlements, expert witness analytics, and unique 
practice-specific content, with the aggregated information 
displayed via an interactive dashboard.

Exhibitions
RX enhanced the power of its face-to-face events by launching 
Emperia in 2022, its smart, contactless mobile app for fast 
lead capture. Exhibitors can record visitors’ contact details 
and interests by scanning their badge. They can also rate leads 
according to priority and download them in real time for faster 
follow-up. At the 2022 PGA Show in Orlando, the industry’s biggest 
annual golf business event, over three-quarters of exhibitors used 
Emperia, generating over 40,000 connections. The average 
number of leads was 97, and the highest over 600.

2022 PERFORMANCE

Support of SDG 17 by publishing and 
launching the RELX Responsible Artificial 
Intelligence Principles

As data science and artificial intelligence (AI) are increasingly 
applied across RELX to improve customer outcomes and 
business processes, we have created the RELX Responsible 
AI Principles to guide their use. These were published in 2022 
and are publicly available at  www.relx.com/corporate-
responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads. 

We also published a RELX position paper on AI to set out our 
position on a number of public policy challenges related to AI, 
and launched an address alongside the AI Principles which 
anyone can use to provide feedback or raise queries: 
ResponsibleAI@relx.com. 

Publication of the AI Principles is an important aspect of being 
responsible stewards of data, while supporting our customers 
in making responsible decisions. They are being implemented 
across our business areas. For example, the Responsible AI & 
Data Science (RAIDS) team at Elsevier have trained over 
50 RAIDS Champions in 2022, developed an algorithmic impact 
assessment and produced a self-service resource hub to assist 
team leaders in deploying the principles.

Because AI is evolving at unprecedented speed and scale, the 
AI Principles will be updated over time, based on colleague and 
customer feedback and experience, as well as industry and 
legislative trends. 

The RELX Responsible AI Principles 
enable teams throughout the solution 
lifecycle to create better customer 
outcomes and build trust.
Emili Budell-Rhodes
Lead Evangelist, Engineering Culture
LexisNexis Legal & Professional 
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Responding to customer needs
Listening to our customers allows us to deepen our understanding 
of their needs and drive improvements. We do this through regular 
surveys, customer dashboards and feedback mechanisms. With 
input from customer insight teams across our Company, we 
calculated a RELX-wide customer satisfaction metric showing 
that in 2022, 87.5% of customers would recommend working 
with RELX.

Access to information
In Primary Research we offer two separate payment models for 
our science and medical journals to suit author preferences: 
pay-to-read articles funded by payments for reading made by 
individuals or institutions; and pay-to-publish (commonly known 
as open access) funded by payments for publishing made by 
authors, their institutions or funding bodies, with the research 
freely available to read by all upon publication. We offer a range 
of pay to read and pay to publish options, both subscription-based 
and transactional. Nearly all of our over 2,800 STM journals 
enable open access publishing. We welcome debate in 
government, academic and library communities regarding the 
mechanisms by which scientific outputs should be openly 
available and continue to create new access options together 
with industry partners.

Our authors also have the option to make their accepted 
manuscript available. In addition, we are a founding partner of 
Clearinghouse for Open Research (CHOR) which enables public 
access to funded research. CHOR utilises publishers’ existing 
infrastructure for discoverability, search, archiving and 
preservation of scientific and medical research articles, and it is 
now integrated into the ScienceDirect platform. Furthermore, 
members of the public can read Elsevier’s peer-reviewed content 

through walk-in access at public and academic libraries around the 
world. Our ScienceDirect platform is available to the public through 
onsite user access from any participating university library or UK 
public library via the Access to Research programme.

Providing access in countries with low resources is a priority for 
us. Through Research4Life, more than 10,500 institutions in over 
125 low-and middle-income countries receive affordable access 
to up to 194,000 peer-reviewed resources. Elsevier is a founding 
partner, providing around 15% of the content in Research4Life, 
as well as access to our abstract and citation database Scopus. 
Since the programme began, our trainers have run over 90 
workshops for Research4Life librarians to ensure that they 
are equipped to make effective use of the resources provided 
through the programme. The Head of the Elsevier Foundation 
and VP Corporate Responsibility, served as Vice Chair of the 
Research4Life partnership from June 2020 to June 2022.

Bringing science into society
 We work closely with journalists to ensure that research findings 
are accurately and effectively communicated to the public, and 
that authors receive credit for their work. A number of journalists 
receive free access to all Elsevier publications via Elsevier’s Media 
Access programme. 

Researchers who published an outstanding peer-reviewed article 
that has significantly impacted people’s lives around the world, or 
has the potential to do so, are recognised with the Elsevier Atlas 
Award. The articles are made freely available and translated into 
everyday language, while author interviews are made public to 
encourage the dissemination or implementation of their findings. 
Content is linked to the SDGs and is featured on the RELX SDG 
Resource Centre. 

2022 PERFORMANCE

Support of SDG 8 and SDG 16 by creating 
tools to enable customer-facing staff to 
share information about RELX and CR

During 2022, we launched a story summarising our approach 
to CR with key performance information available to employees 
and others at  www.stories.relx.com/corporate-
responsibility-2021/index.html.

We have also worked with Elsevier’s Osmosis, an innovative 
digital health education platform, on an engaging film to enable 
our colleagues to discuss our focus on CR with customers and 
peers. The focus is on articulating how CR underpins how and 
what we do, beginning with our unique contributions as a 
business, and what we can uniquely contribute to our 
customers and society. It makes the link with the 17 UN SDGs 
and highlights how we set, measure and report on annual and 
longer-run ESG targets.

In the year, we also created a new SDG 16 (Peace, Justice and 
Strong Institutions) gateway on the RELX SDG Resource Centre 
which brings together examples of tools and projects across 
the business that can help advance the Rule of Law.

See  www.sdgresources.relx.com/sdg-goal-16-peace-
justice-and-strong-institutions.

RELX’s strong commitment to 
advancing SDG 16 is a spur to corporate 
action on the transformational 
governance needed to foster integrity, 
fairness and inclusion.
Michelle Breslauer
Senior Manager, Governance & Peace, UN Global Compact

https://stories.relx.com/corporate-responsibility-2021/index.html
https://stories.relx.com/corporate-responsibility-2021/index.html
https://sdgresources.relx.com/sdg-goal-16-peace-justice-and-strong-institutions/content
https://sdgresources.relx.com/sdg-goal-16-peace-justice-and-strong-institutions/content
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We partner with the US National Library of Medicine on the 
Emergency Access Initiative to provide temporary free access 
to full text articles to healthcare professionals, librarians and 
members of the public affected by disasters, providing essential 
resources in times of emergency. The Elsevier information 
centre on the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) and Covid-19 allows 
researchers, clinicians and patients free access to early-stage 
and peer-reviewed research on Covid-19. The Monkeypox 
Information Centre is helping healthcare professionals navigate 
outbreaks and includes evidence-based clinical resources, 
including clinical overviews, patient education and drug 
monographs; all content is freely available and regularly updated. 

In the year, to aid Ukrainian researchers, Elsevier sponsored 
personal research support via a grant administrated by the 
Polish National Academy of Sciences. We offer free resources 
to Ukrainian researchers via our Ukrainian Academic Support 
resource page where researchers can access waived and reduced 
author publishing charges for open access journals and get 
access to publishing resources on Researcher Academy. They can 
also register for free access to ScienceDirect, Scopus, and SciVal 
as well as clinical resources such as ClinicalKey, Complete 
Anatomy and Osmosis. To support Ukrainian journal editors, we 
worked with the Polish Academy and the Ukrainian Council of 
Young Scientists to deliver a workshop, covering editorial skills, 
ethics, peer review and journal promotion.

Elsevier’s Library Connect programme, including a website, 
newsletter, events and online social media channels, as well as 
a new Library Connect Academy, provides library and information 
science (LIS) professionals worldwide with opportunities for 
knowledge sharing. As of 2022, we have 60,000 LIS professionals 
globally subscribed to our Library Connect Newsletter, 
a complimentary publication covering LIS best practices, 
trends and technology. More than 28,000 people subscribed to 
the Library Connect webinar channel and approximately 1,800 
people attended live or recorded Library Connect webinars. 

During 2022, the Library Connect website, containing articles, 
infographics, videos and other resources, received over 30,000 
visitors. The Library Connect website is currently ranked sixth in 
the top 90 librarian blogs and websites for librarians by Feedspot, 
a content aggregator for blogs and websites. Librarians and 
researchers continued to enrol in Library Connect Academy 
receiving training in a range of LIS fields.

Accessibility
We strive to empower all people, including persons with 
disabilities, by ensuring our products and services are accessible 
and easy to use by everyone. Our commitment to accessibility is 
embedded across RELX and advances our Inclusion Policy. 
We follow the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 
2.1 level AA). 

We maintain an Accessibility Policy that highlights industry 
standards and tools to embed accessibility into our products 
and our business operations. We apply best practice from the 
RELX Accessibility Policy across hundreds of digital products 
and websites. 

Our Accessibility Policy is available on  www.relx.com/
cr-downloads.

Risk employees continued enhancing our A11yCAT tool to help 
developers address accessibility bugs in real time.

Elsevier’s Health Education Systems Incorporated (HESI) Delivery 
Operations team continued to work with HESI testing candidates 
that register to take a HESI exam remotely via our remote 
proctoring vendors. Since 2019, the team has processed more 
than 600 candidate accommodation requests, ensuring that 
these candidates have an accessible and inclusive experience.

In 2022, members of the Accessibility Working Group logged over 
240 accessibility projects and Elsevier’s Global Books Digital 
Archive fulfilled more than 3,300 disability requests, 87% of them 
through AccessText.org, a service we helped establish. Elsevier 
continued to enhance the accessibility of EPUB books by 
partnering with Benetech to move toward Global Certified 
Accessible status. Additionally, we continued work towards 
providing fully inclusive journal articles and book chapters in 
PDF format.

 We worked with disability services offices, procurement officials, 
and instructors across the world to provide Voluntary Product 
Accessibility Template (VPAT) and Accessibility Conformance 
Reports. Customers can also utilise the accessibility@relx.com 
inbox to connect with an accessibility expert and make VPAT and 
report requests. In the year, LNL&P’s Accessibility UX team 
generated VPATs for 36 products (21 of them new). We also 
offered a VPAT service package to help internal teams understand 
where they rank against accessibility standards compared with 
other products.

In 2022, ScienceDirect marked the 21st anniversary of including 
people with disabilities in design and usability testing with a new 
study to improve the user experience for people with visual 
impairments and launched new accessible features such as the 
first open access video journal, ScienceTalks, with closed captions 
and a fully accessible media player, the AblePlayer. Colleagues 
also released the first batch of accessibly tagged PDFs for 400 
journal titles.

We promoted accessibility to outside companies and vendors 
throughout the year. RELX accessibility teams partnered with 
external content providers, including Highcharts, OAK, and 
Pendo, to advance accessible solutions for public benefit. Elsevier 
has collaborated with Highcharts for over seven years to 
continually improve the accessibility of its widely used chart 
library. In the year, we conducted research into scatter plots and 
large data sets and experimented with sonification, tactile 
displays and AI descriptions.

In 2022 we also celebrated the fourth RELX Accessibility 
Leadership Awards to showcase employees who demonstrate 
exceptional leadership in advancing accessibility, with winners 
announced on the International Day of Persons with Disabilities.

240+
Accessibility projects logged by the Accessibility Working 
Group

3,300+
Elsevier’s Global Books Digital Archive fulfilled 3,383 
disability requests
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2022 PERFORMANCE

Support of SDG 10 by advancing cross-
business, on-demand accessibility training

 

2023 objectives By 2030

Customer engagement – SDG 17 (Partnership for the Goals): 
Strengthen Corporate Responsibility and sales team 
engagement 

Quality – SDG 8 (Decent Work and Economic Growth): Roll out 
AI Principles across the business

Accessibility – SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities): Expand 
Accessibility Champions model across RELX

Continue to expand customer base across our four business 
areas through excellence in products and services, active 
listening and engagement, editorial and quality standards, 
and accessibility; a recognised advocate for ethical 
marketplace practices

In the year, accessibility training took place across the business 
areas. 

Elsevier continued its belting programme in 2022 with  
37 employees completing 14 training modules to receive yellow 
belts. Over the last five years, 244 Elsevier colleagues earned 
yellow belt accessibility status, equating to over 6,000 hours of 
training across 25 locations. The accessibility team launched 
an introduction to web accessibility module in the year, as part 
of the onboarding process for new technology hires, and 
hosted an accessibility guild with a Slack accessibility channel 
for over 300 members. 

To equip teams to use inclusive design best practices in their 
daily work, Elsevier ran inclusive design training sessions open 
to anyone whose work touches product, content, or platform 
development. In 2022, over 190 employees participated, 
including software engineers, content authors and product 
managers. An Inclusive Design Toolkit also launched to provide 
practical tools that can be embedded into product workflows 
to create more opportunities for inclusion. 

Legal conducted Project Empowerment training for teams 
globally, with over 300 people taking part across 13 sessions  
in 2022. Project Empowerment focuses on embedding 
accessibility throughout agile workflows and ensuring 
products and services comply with applicable accessibility 
laws and international standards to support those with 
accessibility needs. 

Project Empowerment is an 
important cultural change within our 
organisation. By learning more about 
accessibility, it empowers our agile 
teams, and leverages shared strengths 
through creative uses of technology 
and better understanding of social 
inclusion for people with disabilities.
Min Xiong
Chief of Staff, User Experience, and Chair and Founder 
of LexisNexis Enabled Disability ERG
LexisNexis Legal & Professional
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RELX Cares, our global community programme, supports 
employee volunteering and giving that makes a positive 
impact on society. In 2022, we made a gradual return to 
face-to-face volunteering and fundraising, while also 
continuing remote activities.

The mission of RELX Cares is education for disadvantaged young 
people that advances one or more of our unique contributions as 
a business. Employees have up to two days’ paid leave per year for 
their own community work. A network of over 240 RELX Cares 
Champions ensures the vibrancy of our community engagement.

In 2022, we held the 12th Recognising Those Who Care Awards to 
highlight colleagues who made outstanding contributions to their 
community during the pandemic. The winners – eight individuals 
and two teams – each received a cash sum to donate to the charity 
of their choice and were awarded additional volunteering days.

Each September, we hold RELX Cares Month to celebrate our 
commitment to our communities around the world. During the 
Month, over 3,000 colleagues across the Company took part in 
hundreds of volunteering and fundraising events.

During RELX Cares Month, colleagues engaged in activities 
ranging from fitness challenges including Risk’s You Move, 
We Donate; Elsevier India’s visit to a primary school to distribute 
stationery items for low-income children; US legal colleagues 
used Cares hours for beach clean-ups; and RX China colleagues 
held a walkathon to support educational services for children 
with autism.

In the wake of the Russian war in Ukraine, we gave approximately 
$1m, including to UNICEF, Red Cross, World Central Kitchen, 
the LexisNexis Rule of Law Foundation, and Hope and Homes 
for Children, to provide vital humanitarian assistance. We also 
provided refugee assistance and in-kind product access to people 
affected by the conflict. Elsevier colleagues received three extra 
RELX Cares day in order to volunteer for charities aiding Ukraine.

Community

Contributing to our local and global communities is a responsibility and  
an opportunity.

I am passionate about giving back to 
the community since I feel providing 
education and healthcare to the 
disadvantaged helps improve their 
lives, society and the environment 
in general.

240+
A network of over 240 RELX Cares Champions ensures the 
vibrancy of our community engagement

The mission of RELX Cares is education for 
disadvantaged young people that furthers 
one or more of our unique contributions  
as a business, including universal, 
sustainable access to information. 

Ganesh Venkatesan
VP, Orders Renewals and 
Fulfilment and RELX Cares 
Champion, Elsevier
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2022 PERFORMANCE

Continue to improve impact 
measurement of our charitable donations

Giving
Our central donations programme aligns with the RELX Cares 
mission. Employees serve as sponsors for charities seeking 
funding, which must in turn indicate how they meet one or more 
of RELX’s unique contributions as a business including protection 
of society and reducing inequalities, advancing science and 
improving health outcomes, furthering the Rule of Law and 
access to justice and fostering communities.

RELX Cares Champions vote on the submissions using decision 
criteria such as value to the beneficiary and opportunities for 
staff engagement. In 2022, RELX Cares Champions donated 
$250,000 to 22 charities supporting over 15,000 young people. 
Projects included:

 § Creation of a children’s corner in a library in Zambia where 
42% of the population are living in extreme poverty

 § Legal advocacy and education for low-income children and 
families from underprivileged communities in Los Angeles, 
USA

 § Improving learning for young people in rural India affected 
by school closures during the pandemic

 § A weekly group intervention programme designed to support 
pregnant and parenting teen girls in Philadelphia, USA

 § Providing girls in rural areas of Ghana with education in STEM 
(science, technology, engineering and maths) education

 § A mentoring programme for at-risk young people in New South 
Wales, Australia

The LexisNexis Rule of Law Foundation (LNROLF) continued work 
with the Liberian charity, Agents of Positive Change, focused 
on children’s rights and solving illiteracy. The LNROLF built on 
an initial $10,000 RELX central donations grant with additional 
employee contributions, which allowed a shipping container 
to become a library for a rural Liberian village in 2021; in 2022, 
in response to the local community’s changing needs LNROLF 
worked with a US partner to train teachers and transform 
the space into a school for 52 students.

In managing community involvement, we apply the same rigour 
as in other aspects of our business. Following the B4SI – formerly 
LBG methodology - a global standard for measuring and reporting 
corporate community investment, we conduct an annual Group 
Community Survey with RELX Accounting Services and RELX 
Cares Champions. It divides our aggregate giving into short-term 
charitable gifts, ongoing community investment and commercial 
initiatives of direct business benefit.

During the year, we worked with B4SI, where we are members, 
to ensure we effectively apply the organisation’s methodology for 
valuing in-kind contributions; B4SI subsequently assured our use 
of the reporting methodology. The assurance statement is 
available at  www.relx.com/additional-cr-resources. 

We donated £6.5m in cash (including through matching gifts), 
and £15.7m in products, services and staff time in 2022. Some 
36% of employees, despite continuing pandemic restrictions in 
some locations, were engaged in volunteering through RELX 
Cares. According to 2022 B4SI data, the average volunteering 
rate was 21% for our sector and 7.3% for all sectors.

We continued to engage in skills-based volunteering, applying 
business knowledge and expertise to benefit communities in the 
year. For example, in the US, Legal colleagues volunteered over 
1,100 hours to support the second cohort of the LexisNexis African 
Ancestry Network and LexisNexis Rule of Law Foundation 
Fellowship. Volunteers supported Fellows in areas such as editing 
and content development and helped them publish their projects 
in the journal, Increasing Equity in the Legal System.

Measuring the impact of community 
investment is vital to ensure that  
a company understands the 
difference they are making to the 
communities they are supporting. 
Clodagh Connolly
B4SI Global Director

As part of our ongoing efforts to understand the impact of our 
charitable contributions, in the year we explored how we can 
better capture outcomes resulting from our giving. We used 
the annual Business for Societal Impact (B4SI) Global 
Benchmark, to which we contribute, as a reference point. 
The Benchmark provides insight into global trends in 
community investment and allows us to assess our 
performance against other companies.

We expanded impact data we collected to encompass a 
broader range of our giving and will widen it further in 2023.  
Impacts included how grants allowed charities to improve 
existing services or provide new ones, spend more time 
with clients, and improve their external profile.

https://www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/engaging-others/policies-and-downloads/additional-resources
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Throughout 2022, we encouraged in-kind contributions, such as 
product and equipment donations, aligned with our Product 
Donation Policy (available at www.relx.com/cr-downloads). 
We also contributed over 146,000 books to Book Aid International 
(BAI) and Books for Africa worth over $10m. In addition, 25 Risk 
colleagues helped with preparing content for publication and 
testing their new website.

Community involvement

2022
Total
cost
£12.3m

2022
Total
value
£22.2m

88.9%
52.8%

8.7%
32.5%

2.5%14.7%
Community investment
Charitable gifts
Commercial initiatives

14.7%

52.8%

32.5%

What we contributed in 2022 (cost)

Time
Cash

In-kind

Engagement
Given the ongoing need to work remotely in many parts of the world 
in 2022, we continued to allow employees to use RELX Cares hours 
to volunteer in creative ways, relaxing the requirement that they 
only be used in connection with registered charities, and looked at 
ways to encourage people to continue to volunteer.

In the year, we held our 17th RELX Cares Challenge to encourage 
employees to use their two volunteer days to make a difference 
and foster broader participation in the local community. 
Colleagues from across the Company submitted ideas for new or 
extended business-sponsored volunteer activities that fit the 
RELX Cares mission and five were chosen by RELX Cares 
Champions. Two winners were Elsevier Chennai, which won 
$4,000 for the Hope Foundation to provide free English lessons 
to primary school pupils and RX Ho Chi Minh which won $4,000 for 
Go Vap District Association of the Blind which supports the visually 
impaired to access education and employment.

We asked colleagues who used their RELX Cares hours to  
record videos to encourage others to do the same. We used the 
video clips for a launch film for our global RELX Cares Month 
in September. 

During RELX Cares Month, we resumed our Global Book Drive 
competition encouraging colleagues to donate books for local 
charities. Employees donated more than 2,500 books; Legal in 
Paris collected the most books and won $500 for the charity of 
their choice and the Risk office in Duluth collected the most books 
per employee and won $1,000 for their chosen charity.

Jeffrey P Mladenik and Andrew Curry-Green 
Memorial Scholarship

As a lasting memorial to our colleagues Jeffrey Mladenik and 
Andrew Curry-Green, who lost their lives on 9/11, we offer 
scholarships in their name to children of eligible employees. 

Kira Young (left) is the daughter of Mani Young, VP Product 
Management for Risk in Alpharetta, Georgia. At her high school, 
Kira was the president of their chapter of the Family, Career and 
Community Leaders of America, the National Honour Society 
and Habitat for Humanity. She was an active member of a range 
of societies and clubs including the Georgia School Boards 
Association’s Youth Advisory Council, and she received a Human 
Services/Education School Student of the Year Award. Kira has 
created her own website focusing on Mental Health Awareness 
called The Power of Okay. Kira is attending Emory University 
in 2022.

Brennan Patterson (right) is the daughter of Brent Patterson, 
a Technical Consultant for Risk in Springfield, Ohio. Brennan 
graduated as valedictorian from her high school where she was 
the president of the Leo Club, The National Honour Society and 
The Student Government. Brennan is an active fundraiser and 
advocate for congenital heart disease (CHD), hosting charity 
5k runs, and staff vs student volleyball games to raise funds for 
Conquering CHD Ohio, she also succeeded in getting a CHD 
awareness week recognised by the Mayor of Springfield. Brennan 
is attending Purdue University in Indiana where she is studying 
psychology and forensics in the hopes of becoming a prosecutor.
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2022 PERFORMANCE

Establish new strategic global fundraising 
partnership

The RELX Cares Global Fundraising Partnership allows 
us to make a significant, long-term positive impact by 
collectively raising funds across RELX for a charity which 
significantly benefits disadvantaged young people. 

In 2022, we announced a new three-year partnership with 
Save the Children. We have committed to raising $150,000 
to support their work, which includes improving nutrition and 
access to school meals; preventing child labour and child 
marriage; and supporting children’s mental health. In 2021, 
the most recent year for which data is available, their 
endeavours reached approximately 43m children.

Colleagues will take part in local and global fundraising 
events to help reach the target.

We will also work with Save the Children on emergency 
response appeals. Since the partnership began in September 
2022, we have made donations to support children affected 
by floods in Pakistan and Hurricane Ian in the US and 
contributed to their Children’s Emergency Fund which allows 
them to respond to disasters around the world as they arise.

Save the Children is delighted to be 
named as RELX’s new global 
fundraising partner. We are looking 
forward to working together to raise 
vital funds to support our ambition 
to help keep children safe, healthy 
and learning, giving children around 
the world the chance of the future 
they deserve.
Caroline Whatley
Director of Partnerships, Save the Children UK 

Impact
In accordance with the B4SI model, we monitor the short and 
long-term benefits of the projects with which we are involved. 
We ask beneficiaries to report on their progress to increase 
transparency and engagement.

In addition, we survey RELX Cares volunteers on the impact 
the programme has on their work via an automated survey 
link following each volunteer activity. In 2022, we received over 
15,000  responses; 90% of respondents said their motivation and 
pride in the Company had increased as a result of volunteering. 
88% said they had experienced a positive change in behaviour 
or attitude as a result of volunteering.

2023 objectives By 2030

Employee community engagement – SDG 17 (Partnership for 
the Goals): Create new opportunities to engage remote 
workers in RELX Cares

Philanthropic giving – SDG 17 (Partnership for the Goals): 
Undertake fundraising for Save the Children to help achieve 
the three-year target of $150,000

Through our unique contributions, significant, measurable 
advancement of education for disadvantaged young people; 
investments with partners for maximum impact

In 2022, for the third year, we helped the Ban Ki-moon Centre 
for Global Citizens empower 17 young African leaders through 
their Global Citizen Scholarship Programme in association with 
the University of Bordeaux and MCI Innsbruck. The scholars, 
change-makers in their communities and beyond, developed SDG 
micro-projects, using the RELX SDG Resource Centre as a source. 
Projects undertaken by this year’s scholars addressed 11 different 
SDGs and ranged from portable filtration systems in Ethiopia, a 
climate-smart agricultural waste management system in Ghana, 
to eco-friendly permeable pavers to mitigate urban heat islands  
in Kenya.
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Managing an ethical  
supply chain
RELX has a diverse supply chain with suppliers located in over 
150 countries across multiple categories, including technology 
(e.g. software, cloud, hardware and telecom), indirect (e.g. 
consulting, marketing, contingent labour and travel), and direct 
(e.g. data/content and production services, print/paper/bind  
and distribution).

Given the importance of an ethical supply chain, we maintain a 
Socially Responsible Supplier (SRS) programme encompassing 
all our business areas, supported by colleagues with expertise in 
operations and procurement and a dedicated SRS Director from 
our global procurement function. 

Monitoring suppliers
We have a comprehensive Supplier Code of Conduct (Supplier 
Code), available on  www.relx.com in 16 languages, which 
we ask suppliers to adhere to and display prominently in the 
workplace. It commits them to following applicable laws and 
best practice in areas such as human rights, labour and the 
environment. It also asks our suppliers to require the same 
standards in their supply chains, including requesting 
subcontractors to enter into a commitment to uphold the 
Supplier Code. The Supplier Code states that, where local 
industry standards are higher than applicable legal requirements, 
we expect suppliers to meet the higher standards. Our SRS 
programme is a key aspect of our work to prevent modern slavery 
and human trafficking in our supply chain as described below.

Through our SRS database, we track suppliers with whom 
we spend more than $1m annually, suppliers identified as critical 
by the business, and those located in medium and high-risk 
countries (as designated by our third-party developed supplier 
risk tool) with a spend of more than $200,000 for the most recent 
consecutive two-year period. The tool incorporates 11 indicators, 
including human trafficking information from the US State 
Department and Environmental Performance Index results 
produced by Yale University and Columbia University in 
collaboration with the World Economic Forum. In 2022,  
80% of our global spend was risk assessed utilising the  
supplier risk tool.

Supply chain

Our customers depend on us to provide them with ethically sourced and 
produced products and services. Therefore, our suppliers need to meet 
the same high standard we set for our own behaviour.

Kerri Dwars
VP Direct Procurement
RELX

An ethical supply chain provides 
products and services utilising 
socially responsible and sustainable 
sourcing and operations. Working 
with suppliers that align with our 
ethical and environmental standards 
is critical to RELX and our customers.

16
Our Supplier Code of Conduct is available in 16 languages

North America
59.9%

South
America
0.9%

Middle
East

0.6%
Asia &
Pacific
8.6%

Europe
29.3%

Africa
0.7%

RELX supplier locations (% of supplier spend)

Based on four quarters ending Q3 2022 
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The tracking list changes year-on-year based on the suppliers 
we engage to meet the needs of our business and/or changes in 
country risk designations within our third-party risk tool. In 2022, 
there were 724 suppliers on the SRS tracking list, 54 of which  
were in high-risk countries and 557 in medium-risk countries. 
This increase in suppliers on our tracking list compared to 2021 
(359 suppliers) was due to changes in risk country classifications, 
which reduced the proportion of suppliers that are signatories  
to our Supplier Code or have an equivalent code (87% in 2022 
compared to 96% in 2021) although the number of tracking list 
signatories increased significantly. We work with non-signatories 
to gain agreement to our Code, and/or assess whether they have 
equivalent standards in place. In 2022, there were 4,467 
signatories to our Supplier Code, or have an equivalent code, 
representing an increase of 22% from the 3,670 signatories  
in 2021.

We engage a specialist supply chain auditor who undertook  
119 external audits on our behalf in 2022: 28 onsite and virtual 
onsite audits and 91 desktop audits. During a desktop audit, the 
supplier responds to an online questionnaire and uploads relevant 
supporting documents followed by a third-party auditor review. 
For virtual onsite audits, facility representatives wear a video 
and audio source located in a lightweight harness to allow 
remote interaction with a qualified auditor. The auditor can then 
evaluate the facility, conduct interviews, and review the necessary 
documentation in real time, just as if conducting an in-person 
audit. During an onsite audit, the auditor will select employees 
from a full roster to interview (and may select employees on the 
work floor during the facility walkthrough). Employee interviews 
are private and confidential and facility management is not 
allowed to be present. All information gathered from employee 
interviews is anonymised. When the auditor communicates 
non-compliance to facility management, they are not allowed 
to disclose information which could identify the employee or 
employees to avoid retaliation against them, which is forbidden 
in the Supplier Code.

Incidents of non-compliance trigger continuous improvement 
reports summarising audit results and remediation plans.  
The audit covers critical dimensions of the Supplier Code such 
as: labour (including child/forced labour, discrimination, 
discipline, harassment/abuse, freedom of association, labour 
contracts); wages and hours (including wages and benefits and 
working hours); health and safety (including general work facility, 
emergency preparedness, occupational injury, machine safety, 
safety hazards, chemical and hazardous material, dormitory and 
canteen); management systems (including documentation and 
records, worker feedback and participation, audits and corrective 
action process); environment (including legal compliance, 
environmental management systems, waste and air emissions); 
anti-corruption and data security. During 2022 audit locations 
included Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Croatia, 
Cyprus, France, Hong Kong, India, Ireland, Malaysia, Netherlands, 
Nicaragua, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Singapore, 
United Kingdom, United States and Vietnam. 

To minimise the risks of deforestation in our production paper 
supply chain, we utilise the Forest Sourcing module of The Book 
Chain Project, a shared industry resource for sustainable paper 
we helped establish, to assess the forest sources of our papers.  
By year end 2022, 99% of RELX’s production paper was graded by 
The Book Chain Project as known and responsible (sustainable) 
sources or certified to FSC or PEFC.

In the year we held a RELX Supplier Session, inviting suppliers 
from across the world to join us in a conversation exploring 
supplier diversity and business and human rights. The session 
featured speakers from the UN Global Compact on their Business 
and Human Rights Accelerator and MSDUK, the UK’s leading 
supplier diversity advocacy network.

Promoting human rights through the 
Supplier Code
As stated above, the Supplier Code sets out expectations for 
our suppliers’ ethical conduct.

In accordance with the UK’s Modern Slavery Act 2015, our Supplier 
Code specifically prohibits participation in any activity related to 
human trafficking, based on the American Bar Association’s 
Model Business Conduct Standards to Eradicate Labor Human 
Rights Impacts in Hiring and Supply Chain Practices.

In 2022, we updated our RELX Modern Slavery Act Statement 
(MSA), available from  www.relx.com, which states how we are 
working to avoid human trafficking and modern slavery in our 
direct operations and in our supply chain. 

The Supplier Code stipulates that, where required by law, 
suppliers will have employment contracts signed with all 
employees and it requires mechanisms for reporting grievances. 
It additionally contains a provision on involuntary labour that 
states unequivocally that suppliers cannot directly or indirectly 
use, participate in, or benefit from, involuntary workers, including 
human trafficking-related activities. Suppliers have access to our 
new Modern Slavery Awareness training, which we make 
available to suppliers in 16 languages. In addition, we held training 
for RELX employees with the Slave-Free Alliance on the nature 
and forms of modern slavery, how to recognise signs and 
indicators, and steps to take if a victim or incident is identified. We 
did not receive any reports or audit findings which violated human 
rights or the Modern Slavery Act in 2022. 

The Supplier Code states, “Failure to comply with any RELX 
term, condition, requirement, policy or procedure…may result 
in the cancellation of all existing orders and termination of the 
business relationship between RELX and supplier.” It further 
states that suppliers must not tolerate any retaliation against any 
employee who makes a good faith report of abuse, intimidation, 
discrimination, harassment or any violation of law or of the 
Supplier Code or who assists in the investigation of any such report. 

119
Independent audits completed, including onsite,  
virtual onsite and desktop

3.8%
US spend with Veteran, Minority or Woman-owned 
businesses. In total, including spend with small businesses, 
15.4% of US spend was with diverse suppliers

https://www.relx.com/
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Supplier Code of Conduct signatories

20222018 2020 20212019

3,082 3,202
3,457 3,670

4,467

0

5,000

Target Measure

Results
2020

Actual
2021

Actual
2022

Actual

Increase # of 
suppliers as 
Code 
signatories

Total # of Code 
signatories

3,457 3,670 4,467

Total # suppliers on 
tracking list

412 359 724

% of suppliers on 
tracking list as Code 
signatories

91% 96% 87%

Continue using 
audits to ensure 
continuous 
improvement 
in supplier 
performance 
and compliance

# of independent 
audits completed

99 111 119

Onsite/virtual 
onsite

25 28 28

Desktop 74 83 91
Average overall 
audit score (0-100)*

Onsite/virtual 
onsite

85 92 94

Desktop 33 60 56
Continue to 
advance the US 
Supplier 
Diversity and 
Inclusion 
Programme 

% of total US spend 
with diverse 
suppliers (Veteran, 
Minority, 
Woman-owned, and 
small businesses)

12.9% 12.9% 15.4%

% of total US spend 
with diverse 
suppliers excluding 
small businesses 

2.8% 3.1% 3.8%

*  Average score for all audits scored within the year

2022 PERFORMANCE

Advance Supplier Diversity and Inclusion 
Programme

We are committed to proactive engagement with suppliers  
to ensure that our supply chain reflects the diversity of our 
communities. In the year, we continued to focus on our US 
supplier diversity programme while expanding outside of the 
US. In 2022, 3.8% of our US spend was with Veteran, Minority 
or Woman-owned businesses. In total, including spend with 
small businesses, 15.4% of US spend was with diverse 
suppliers. We use an independent supplier diversity database 
to classify diverse suppliers.

Diverse-owned businesses interested in working with RELX 
can register on the RELX Supplier Diversity Registration 
Portal. While registration does not provide preferred  
supplier status or guarantee of business, it provides visibility 
within RELX to potential opportunities. Find out more at  

 www.relx.com/corporate-responsibility/being-a-
responsible-business/supply-chain.

Our supplier diversity and inclusion mission is to establish 
and implement a sustainable Supplier Diversity and Inclusion 
programme that creates value by:

 § promoting the sourcing of goods and services from 
high-performing, competitive diverse suppliers

 § monitoring and measuring the Supplier Diversity and 
Inclusion Programme effectiveness

 § participating in outreach programmes/activities to 
support diverse suppliers

We received recognition as a WEConnect 2022 Bronze Top 
Global Supplier Diversity & Inclusion Champion. Bronze level 
represents a commitment to global supplier diversity and 
inclusion through inclusive spend, policies and procedures. 
Supplier diversity and inclusion was also featured during 
RISE, our 2022 Employee Resource Group conference, to 
highlight ways to engage diverse suppliers across RELX.

4,467
Suppliers who have signed 
the Supplier Code or have an 
equivalent code

724
Suppliers tracked

94%
Average score for all onsite/
virtual onsite audits scored 
in 2022; higher than our 
external auditor’s global 
average of 81%

87%
Suppliers on the tracking list 
who were either signatories to 
our Supplier Code or have an 
equivalent code, covering 97% 
of the tracking list spend
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2023 objectives By 2030

Responsible Supply Chain – SDG 8 (Decent Work and 
Economic Growth): Increase number of suppliers as Code 
signatories; continue using audits to ensure continuous 
improvement in supplier performance and compliance

Supplier Diversity – SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities):  
Advance Supplier Diversity and Inclusion Programme

Reduce supply chain risks related to human rights, labour, the 
environment and anti-bribery by ensuring adherence to our 
Supplier Code of Conduct through training, auditing and 
remediation; drive supply chain innovation, quality and 
efficiencies through a strong, diverse network of suppliers

ALIGNING WITH GOOD PARTNERS

KMS Technology

Consistently named in Best Places to Work, KMS Technology 
and KMS Healthcare, global companies with deep roots in 
Vietnam, have built a culture of nurturing client success 
while upholding social responsibility through established 
standards. As software development and consulting firms,  
the KMS entities are dedicated to people-centric values in 
their operations and communities.

KMS Technology has attained ISO 27001, an international 
standard to manage information security. It also holds a good 
manufacturing practice certification, which designates that 
company products are produced in alignment with  
quality standards. 

With its focus on healthcare, KMS Healthcare supported 
hospitals during the Covid-19 outbreak. Teams in Vietnam 
donated more than 175 ventilators to patients facing severe 
medical conditions and 500 necessity packages with 
protective equipment to medical workers. 

The KMS Gives programme annually pledges 1% equity,  
1% profits, and 1% time to its communities. KMS regularly 
engages with non-profit partners such as 48in48, Fulbright 
University Vietnam, and Per Scholas Atlanta to assist with 
website development, mentoring and educational initiatives, 
consistently encouraging individual and team volunteerism. 

Despite economic uncertainties, KMS remains determined to 
provide consistent global support to maximise the success of 
its customers and partners while pursuing initiatives that can 
make the world a better place.

 

 When KMS was founded over a 
decade ago, I wanted to ensure we 
would foster community well-being. 
We have built company morale from 
the top, and I could not be more 
proud of our teams for enforcing 
our company values while finding 
self-fulfilment in their philanthropic 
efforts across the globe.
Josh Lieberman
President and Co-Founder, KMS Technology



Relevant 
SDGs
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A positive environmental impact
We make a positive environmental impact through our products 
and services which inform debate, aid decision makers and 
encourage research and development.

The CEO is responsible to the Board for environmental 
performance; the CEOs of our business areas are responsible for 
complying with environmental policy, legislation and regulations 
and the CFO is our most senior environmental advocate. Our 
Global Head of ESG and Corporate Responsibility engages with 
the Board on environmental issues and our Environmental 
Champions network, led by the global environment manager, 
includes employees in key operational areas of the business. We 
work with Environmental Champions and dedicated engineering, 
design and real estate specialists to improve efficiency wherever 
possible in our portfolio.

In 2022, we continued our support of the Climate Pledge, aiming 
to achieve net zero across all carbon scopes by 2040 at the latest. 
Part of the UN Race to Zero, we have committed to measure and 
report greenhouse gas emissions, implement decarbonisation 
strategies for emissions reductions and address residual 
emissions with high-quality offsets. We offset the latter in Scope 1, 
Scope 2 and Scope 3 (work-related flights, hotels, cloud 
computing, home-based working and commuting), purchasing 
offsets that met strict criteria and which are subject to 
certification and reporting requirements. Details of  
our net zero transition plans are available on pages 67 and 74 .

We support progressive environmental legislation and in 2022 
continued our membership in the Aldersgate Group, an alliance  
of leaders from business, politics and civil society, chaired by 
former UK Prime Minister Theresa May, that drives action for 
a sustainable economy. In the year, we chaired a panel discussion 
on engaging SME suppliers on carbon reductions at RX’s All 
Energy event in Glasgow, and became a member of the Net Zero 
Supply Chains initiative with other companies and NGO partners 
organised by Pineapple Partnerships.

We are a Taskforce for Climate-related Financial Disclosure 
(TCFD) supporter and have expanded our TCFD disclosure 
(see page 73) and remain signatories of We Are Still In, a network 
of more than 3,900 businesses, universities, cities, states and 
other organisations, committed to combatting climate change. 

Environment

We work to increase the positive impact we have on the environment  
through our products and services which provide essential insight and bring 
stakeholders together, while also striving to reduce our environmental 
footprint across our business and value chain.

David van Rossem
VP, Internal Climate 
Programme
Elsevier

Sustainability is important for our 
business, because a company that 
ignores environmental issues is 
simply not future-proof. Having a 
genuine commitment to climate 
action is important to our colleagues, 
investors and customers; it is a golden 
opportunity to continually operate  
more efficiently. 

Group certification
to ISO14001 Environmental Management System achieved  
in 2022

74%
reduction in Scope 1 and Scope 2 (location-based) emissions 
since 2010
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Our key environmental impact: 
environmental knowledge

In creating our products and services we have an impact on 
the environment in areas such as carbon emissions, energy 
and water usage. But arguably bigger and more important is 
our growing portfolio of environmental research, products 
and services, which spread good practice, encourage debate 
and aid researchers and decision makers. The most recent 
results from Scopus show our share of citations in 
environmental science represented 53% of the total market. 

Risk
In 2022, ICIS launched their first hydrogen price assessments. 
The ICIS European renewable hydrogen assessments are the 
first structured to be compliant with European Union and UK 
government standards for producing renewable hydrogen, and 
provide market participants with confidence to make strategic 
investment plans.

In the year, Cirium, our aviation analytics business, added new 
carbon emissions capabilities to its comprehensive aircraft 
fleet analysis solution, Fleet Analyzer. This expansion allows 
lessors and other industry participants to consider the carbon 
emissions of aircraft in their fleet decisions.

Cirium compiles one of the leading datasets on flight emissions. 
As fuel consumption is considered sensitive information and is 
not disclosed by airlines, Cirium developed a new methodology 
based on fuel-burn that factors in an array of variables, 
including actual flight time (which is more relevant than 
distance in determining how much fuel was used) aircraft 
model, aircraft age, engine type, number of seats, passenger 
load, cargo load, weather, taxi time and runway idling or circling 
in the air.

Scientific, Technical & Medical
Elsevier organised a free-to-attend webinar series, Becoming 
Net Zero, which covered topics such as net zero pathways and 
carbon capture innovation.

The Lancet issued their 2022 Lancet Countdown which tracks 
the relationship between health and climate change across  
43 indicators. The report found that in 2020 extreme heatwaves 
were associated with 98m more people suffering from food 
insecurity than the annual average between 1981-2010,  
and that weather conditions are increasingly leading to the 
spread of infectious diseases such as Dengue Fever, the 
likelihood of which increased by 12% over the period.

To mark COP27 in Egypt, Elsevier produced a special issue on 
climate change which was made freely available on the RELX 
SDG Resource Centre. The special issue contained over 110 
book chapters and journal articles covering a range of key 
issues and innovations, as well as an episode with Corey 
Peterson, Chief Sustainability Officer at the University of 
Tasmania, Australia on the site’s World We Want podcast.

Legal
LexisNexis launched a new ESG microsite, based on the 
LexisNexis Newsdesk platform, with more than 380 
topics categorised to collate media reports including on 
the environment. 

In the UK, LexisNexis issued practice notes detailing legal 
information and briefings on environmental topics such as the 
2030 Climate and Energy Framework, planning, greenhouse 
gas reporting and renewable energy.

Intelligize issued the results of an analysis on SEC comment 
letters to evaluate the SEC’s approach to corporate climate 
disclosure. It found that before 2021, SEC action focused 
on information which had not been included in a public 
disclosure, however from 2021, the focus shifted to accuracy 
of reported information.

Exhibitions
Held in Glasgow six months after the UN COP26 Summit, 
Exhibitions’ All-Energy 2022 tradeshow showcased solutions 
for an array of renewable energy challenges. Over 500 speakers 
took part in the free-to-attend conference, which featured 
contributions from Scotland’s First Minister Nicola Sturgeon 
and COP26 President Alok Sharma. Alongside All-Energy, 
Dcarbonise, supported by the Scottish government and  
Energy Saving Trust, offered end-users advice and technology 
to help them decarbonise their buildings, businesses and 
transport systems.

World Future Energy Summit (WFES), held in Abu Dhabi in 
January 2022, spotlit five critical industries shaping 
sustainability and driving investment globally. The Solar & 
Clean Energy, EcoWASTE, Water, Smart Cities, and Climate & 
Environment forums featured more than 275 industry leaders, 
who shared their insights with Middle East investors, policy 
makers, business leaders, project owners and technology 
pioneers. Attendees could network, do business and share 
knowledge about issues critical to sustainable development.

Exhibitions’ World Travel Market has the largest responsible 
tourism programme of its kind in the world – an international 
forum that aims to engage businesses, government, decision 
makers and others in spreading sustainable practices and 
ethical methods across the travel industry. Panel discussions 
on sustainable and future travel at World Travel Market London 
in November focused on the business case, and growing 
customer demand, for responsible tourism; during the 
programme, the 19th World Travel Market Responsible 
Tourism Awards recognised 26 businesses and destinations 
from 21 countries for having a responsible impact on tourism.
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Environmental risks and 
opportunities 
The assessment, prioritisation and mitigation of environmental 
risks are integrated into our overall company-wide risk 
management process which considers current and emerging 
risks to achieving RELX’s strategic goals. The Board assesses the 
risk level and mitigation strategies and monitors implementation 
by senior managers. 

Our Environmental Champions network, together with colleagues 
throughout the business, as well as external stakeholders such as 
NGOs and investors, help us monitor and rank our environmental 
risks and opportunities. They are reviewed quarterly by the 
Environmental Checkpoint Committee, chaired by the CFO,  
during the year. 

Our Global Environmental Policy is available on  www.relx.
com/cr-downloads and applies to all areas of the business and 
states that we must consider, among other risks, those that 
require legislative compliance, have significant cost implications 
for the business and/or may affect our reputation. The Global 
Environment Policy is supported by a global Environmental 
Management System (EMS), certified to the ISO 14001 
environmental standard.

We provide our facilities teams an online EMS Implementation 
Pack containing documentation, training and audit materials to 
aid the certification process. In 2022, we achieved Group 
certification to the ISO 14001:2015 standard across the business. 

The EMS covers the assessment of existing and emerging 
regulatory requirements related to climate change, including 
carbon pricing, taxes and additional reporting requirements. 

It includes transition and physical risks and has informed our TCFD 
report, including transitioning to a lower carbon economy and risks 
related to physical impacts of climate change. See page 73. 

Green Teams, employee-led environmental groups representing 
53% of employees in 44 key facilities, help us implement our EMS and 
achieve environmental improvements at the local level. We are also 
aided by consistent dialogue with stakeholders including employees, 
government and NGOs. We participate in sector initiatives, such as 
the Publishers’ Database for Responsible Environmental Paper 
Sourcing (PREPS), part of the Book Chain Project, and further our 
understanding through environmental benchmarking activities, such 
as CDP, where we were scored B in the Climate Change programme 
and B in the Water Security programme.

Assessing our environmental impact
Although all our environmental impacts are important, we 
prioritise climate change, minimising the use of natural 
resources and waste from our own operations. Throughout 
2022, we worked to reduce our direct environmental impact 
by minimising the use of natural resources and efficiently 
employing sustainable materials and technologies. 

We consider upstream and downstream impacts as part of a 
lifecycle approach to our operations. This includes risks related  
to the forest sources and production of pulp and paper for our 
printed products (see further information on page 71), while 
opportunities include the donation of unsold or returned printed 
products and IT equipment to development charity partners, 
decreasing waste and increasing societal benefit, particularly 
in less-developed nations. See page 70 for further details.

Third-party verification of our environmental data gives us 
confidence in its reliability and improves our reporting. 

Book donations: supporting education

While print is a relatively small portion of our revenue, we 
must continue to minimise the impact of printed product.

We focus on techniques such as print on demand or print 
run control to better match production to demand. 

We donate excess product to charity partners such as 
Book Aid International or Books for Africa to avoid waste 
and benefit communities.

In 2022, RELX donated 146,000 books with a value of over 
$10m to our charity partners.

Book Aid International
RELX has been a Book Aid International partner for over 
30 years through regular book donations, financial support 
and staff fundraising and volunteering. RELX donations of 
medical books are critical to educating the next generation 
of healthcare providers around the world.

In 2022, we donated 65,945 new higher education and 
medical books, as well as a grant to help Book Aid 
International and its partners create a Children’s Corner at 
Mbala Library in Zambia. This will give local children a safe, 
welcoming space where they can discover the joy of reading 
and become readers. Librarians are also being trained to 
support younger children and school students wishing to 
use the space to study.

At a time when books and access to 
information are needed more than ever, our 
partnership with RELX in 2022 enabled us 
to share the power of books with thousands 
of the world’s most marginalised children 
and adults. Thanks to RELX, we are 
inspiring children to discover books 
through our Children’s Corners project 
in libraries, and ensuring medical 
professionals have access to the books they 
need to improve their knowledge and skills.
Alison Tweed, Chief Executive
Book Aid International
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2022 Environmental Performance

 Absolute performance Intensity ratio (absolute/£m revenue)

 2021 variance 2022 2021 variance 2022

Scope 1 (direct emissions) tCO2e 5,644 -8%  5,211 0.78 -22%  0.61 
Scope 2 (location-based emissions) tCO2e 44,051 -15%  37,270 6.08 -28%  4.36 
Scope 2 (market-based emissions) tCO2e 8,321 8%  8,952 1.15 -9%  1.05 
Total energy (MWh) 125,095 -6%  117,997 17.27 -20%  13.80 
Water (m3) 183,575 -15%  156,734 25.34 -28%  18.33 
Waste sent to landfill (t)* 150 -51%  73 0.02 -59%  0.01 
Sustainable production paper (%)  98 1%pt  99 –  –  – 
* From reporting locations only, excluding estimated data 

Actual environmental data covers approximately 79% of occupied floor space based on electricity reporting. When we are unable to obtain reliable data, for example 
from small serviced offices, we estimate energy consumption and water usage on actual data from our portfolio. In this way, our reported data covers all operations, 
for which we have operational control for a 12-month period, December 2021 to November 2022. 

Scope 2 (location-based) emissions are calculated using grid average carbon emissions factors for all electricity sources. 

Scope 2 (market-based) emissions are calculated using supplier-specific carbon emissions factors (where available) for renewable energy purchases.

Climate change
Our Climate Change Statement supports the scientific 
community’s opinion that human activity is contributing to 
climate change; we support the Paris Agreement’s intention 
to limit climate change to 1.5°C.

  The RELX Climate Change Statement is available at  
www.relx.com/cr-downloads.

Changes to working preferences following the Covid-19 pandemic 
have contributed to decreases in reported carbon emissions since 
2020, with many of our people working from home or on a hybrid 
basis, with more limited business travel. To show trends, we 
report data over a longer time sequence.

In the year, we added the one events venue managed by RX  
to our climate reporting. The venue was responsible for 
approximately 3% of Scope 1 and Scope 2 (location-based) 
emissions in 2022. We have restated figures since 2015 to  
include this space. See methodology notes for full details on  

 www.relx.com/additional-cr-resources. 

We use the Radiative Forcing emissions factors provided by 
the UK Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy 
for calculating business travel emissions which take into account 
the full environmental impact of air travel, such as water vapour, 
contrails and nitrogen oxide emissions.

Total Scope 1 emissions decreased by 8% in the year due to lower 
levels of driving in the company car fleet. Car fleet emissions have 
decreased 78% since 2010 and by 62% in overall Scope 1 emissions.

Scope 2 (location-based) emissions decreased by 15% in the year 
due to office space consolidations, as well as lower power 
consumption at our data centres.

Scope 3 business travel data covers all air travel booked and 
collected through our travel provider, BCD. While resumption of 
business travel in 2022 led to an increase in emissions over 2021, 
since 2010, we have reduced travel emissions by 67%.

2022 climate change performance
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Our Net Zero Commitment
As a signatory to the Climate Pledge, we are committed to 
becoming net zero by 2040 at the latest. The main tenets of the 
initiative, a community of more than 370 organisations working to 
address climate change, is measuring and reporting greenhouse 
gas emissions and implementing decarbonisation strategies for 
significant emissions reductions.

Since 2010, we have reduced our Scope 1 and 2 location-based 
carbon emissions by 74%. In the year, we submitted a carbon 
target for verification to the Science Based Targets Initiative and 
are awaiting their review. This aligns with the 1.5°C goal of the 
Paris Climate Agreement and will require us to continue reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, maintain our internal carbon pricing 
scheme, among other measures.

As stated, we compensated for emissions in Scope 1, Scope 2  
and Scope 3 (work-related flights, hotels, cloud computing, 
home-based working and commuting) by purchasing offsets in 
2022 with investments in REDD+ forestry projects in Kenya and 
Indonesia and a soil sequestration project in the United Kingdom. 
We do not utilise offsets in our carbon performance reporting.

Road Map
RELX’s emissions are aligned with the 1.5°C pathway. We aim to 
maintain this performance by pursuing further emissions 
reductions in two primary ways:

1.  Company operations: By setting and achieving science-based 
reduction targets that bring us to net zero no later than 2040. 
Read more about our carbon reduction targets and our carbon 
performance on pages 66-72.

2.  Value chain: By engaging with our suppliers on setting and 
attaining their own science-based carbon reduction targets and 
addressing emissions from other Scope 3 categories. 
Read more about how we engage with suppliers on pages 59-62.

RELX will continue to advance wider action on climate change 
through:

1.  The continued development of leading-edge products, services 
and events on climate change and net zero transition 

2.  Industry partnerships such as the Responsible Media Forum’s 
Climate Pact and Net Zero Events, an initiative for the global 
events industry

3.  Climate advocacy supporting responsible climate-related 
initiatives through organisations such as the United Nations 
Global Compact, The Aldersgate Group, and RE100 

4.  Sharing climate knowledge with society through  
offerings such as the free RELX SDG Resource Centre  

 www.sdgresources.relx.com

We will continue to advance our net zero efforts through an 
internal carbon price payable by all business areas for Scope 1, 2 
and select Scope 3 emissions. The current price is $30/tCO2e and 
will increase over time.

Climate objectives are monitored by the RELX CR Forum, 
chaired by the Head of Corporate Affairs, which meets twice per 
year to agree and assess progress on ESG targets and objectives.  
Read more about CR governance on pages 40-43.

Executive remuneration is linked to achieving environmental 
targets including our Scope 1 and 2 carbon reduction target.  
Read more about executive remuneration on page 126.

Scope 3 
In 2022, we continued to advance our understanding of our 
Scope 3 emissions beyond business flights, identifying key 
areas, refining our methodology and our direct engagement 
with suppliers. We used the RELX CO2 Hub, an internal 
analytics platform, to help quantify our Scope 3 emissions. 

Supply chain (excluding business travel, cloud computing 
services and events) 
We estimated indirect supplier emissions through an 
improved methodology by collecting data on key suppliers  
to derive carbon intensity factors. The factors are then 
extrapolated by spend category to cover our full supply chain. 
Our supply chain emissions were approximately two times 
larger than our total Scope 1, Scope 2 (location-based) and 
Scope 3 (flights) emissions in 2022.

Cloud computing services
While RELX continues to undertake energy efficiency 
projects at its own data centres, some of the energy and 
carbon reductions at these facilities have been achieved by 
moving content to third-party cloud services. With data 
provided by our primary IaaS cloud providers, we estimated 
2022 market-based carbon emissions associated with all 
cloud computing services provided to RELX to be 
approximately 160 tCO2e, a significant reduction on previous 
years as a primary supplier switched to renewable power.

Home-based employees 
Using location-specific emissions factors and office 
attendance data, we estimated emissions from home working 
in the year to be approximately 12,000 tCO2e. 

Commuting
Through RELX’s Environmental Standards programme, 
locations are encouraged to develop a local travel plan. 
Actions from travel plans include publishing information on 
public transport links, promoting commuter loan schemes 
and encouraging carpooling. Using daily refreshed office 
attendance data, we estimated emissions in the year to be 
approximately 4,000 tCO2e.

Events
RX has partnered with peers on Net Zero Carbon Events. 
Launched at COP27 the initiative aims to develop 
methodologies to quantify and reduce emissions associated 
with the events industry. Attendance at one of our events can 
replace the need for multiple business trips. We are looking 
to better gather emissions data associated with an event’s 
value chain, which we expect to be a sizeable component of 
our Scope 3 emissions. 
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Energy
As our business predominantly occupies leased locations with few 
opportunities for onsite generation, we rely on green tariffs and 
renewable energy certificates (RECs) to purchase renewables 
equal to 100% of our global electricity consumption. In 2022, RECs 
were purchased from sources in Texas, including Peyton Creek 
Wind Farm (pictured right). 

Energy consumption at our offices decreased in 2022 due to 
ongoing office space consolidation. Data centre energy decreased 
in line with our long-term trend. 

Energy use at our data centres is responsible for 39% of total 
energy usage (offices account for 50% and warehouses 11%).  
To advance data centre efficiency, we undertake hardware and 
other upgrades and have dedicated engineering services.

We expect energy consumption at the event venue managed by 
RX to increase in 2023, as in-person events continue to return.

2022 energy performance

Energy consumption (Absolute)
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Energy leadership
We are a member of RE100, a global initiative bringing together 
businesses committed to 100% renewable electricity.

59%
Reduction in energy and fuels consumption since 2010
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RELX Environmental Challenge

2022 marked the twelfth year of the RELX Environmental 
Challenge, focused on providing improved and sustainable 
access to water and sanitation where it is presently at risk.

The $50,000 first prize winner was Caminos de Agua, a 
Mexican organisation installing groundwater treatment 
systems to remove harmful contaminants such as arsenic 
and fluoride from groundwater supplies. The community of 
Los Ricos (top right) have successfully adopted this low-cost, 
community-managed system.  

The $25,000 second prize winner was MSABI’s True Life Water 
Points. Based in Tanzania, the organisation has developed a 
low-cost mobile phone-based insurance model to ensure the 
maintenance of local water systems (bottom right), 
particularly in remote regions.

Winning the RELX Environmental 
Challenge gives us the resources we need 
to scale our solution for removing arsenic 
and fluoride from drinking water which 
will benefit more than 10,000 people in the 
next five years. It will also allow us to 
create a model which government and 
other actors can replicate in communities 
facing similar water quality challenges 
around the world.
Dylan Terrell, Founder & Executive Director
Caminos de Agua

Water
The majority of our sites use water from municipal supply and are 
in developed countries with a high capability for water adaptation 
and mitigation.

Our water usage decreased 15% between 2021 and 2022 due to 
ongoing office space consolidation and reduced use of cooling 
water at data centres. 

We engage with internal water experts who produce water-
related content for our customers. In 2022, we offered customers 
35 peer-reviewed journals in aquatic sciences, including Water 
Research.

68%
Reduction in water use from 2010 to 2022

2022 water performance

Water usage (Absolute)
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A new life for old equipment

We dispose of defunct hardware and other electronic 
waste according to local regulations and recycle only 
if equipment cannot be reused. 

In the year, we continued our partnership with Camara 
Education to donate equipment to help disadvantaged 
students. Camara Education refurbishes our donated 
equipment which it uses to establish eLearning centres 
at schools in Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia. 
Any equipment that cannot be refurbished is 
appropriately recycled. 

In 2022, Camara Education generated over £53,000 from 
equipment donated by RELX, enough to fully equip eight new 
eLearning centres and train teachers to use them effectively. 
Our 2022 donations saved almost 600 tonnes of CO2 and kept 
2,700kg of waste from going to landfill.

The ongoing support we receive from 
RELX has helped enormously as schools 
in Africa recover post Covid-19; it has 
helped as we develop ambitious plans to 
increase our impact, providing training 
and resources to even more young 
people in need.
Aidan Tallon
CEO, Camara Education

Waste
Total waste generated by our locations increased by 8% in 2022, 
primarily due to the partial return of employees to offices. Of 
waste generated at all of our locations, 82% was recycled and 
93% diverted from landfill through recycling, composting and 
energy generation from waste. Of the waste produced at our 
reporting locations, excluding estimated data, 86% was recycled.

Where reliable measurements are not available, we calculate 
waste based on weight sampling and by counting waste containers 
leaving our premises. Although local municipalities most often 
carry out sorting and recycling, we report all waste as going 
to landfill unless we have robust evidence. For this reason, 
performance against our recycling target is linked to our 
reporting locations.

We do not produce any material amounts of hazardous waste. 

We also continued to work toward our target to reduce waste sent 
to landfill from reporting locations. In the period, waste sent to 
landfill from reporting locations, excluding estimated data, 
decreased by 51%.

We work to reduce packaging waste from our physical products. 
In the UK, we provide information on packaging waste in line with 
the UK government’s Producer Responsibility Obligations 
(Packaging Waste) Regulations 2007. As a member of the Biffpack 
compliance scheme, we report the amount of obligated packaging 
we generate through selling, pack and fill and importation of 
our products.

2022 waste performance
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Reporting locations are those from which we are able to capture primary data 
and excludes estimated data. ‘All locations’ includes non-reporting locations, 
such as serviced offices, where data is estimated.
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Paper
The quantity of production paper purchased in 2022 decreased by 
30% over 2021 and by 57% since 2010 as we deliver more of our 
products online, reflecting a circular economy approach to 
conducting our business. Some of this year’s decrease is also 
attributed to the use of the new reporting tool, see below. 99% of 
RELX production papers were graded in PREPS as known and 
responsible sources or certified to FSC or PEFC. We continue to 
reduce waste and the environmental impact of producing our 
products through measures such as smaller print runs, litho over 
digital printing, print on demand and lighter papers where 
possible.

2022 paper performance

Sustainable production paper
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Focus on sustainable paper
We are a founding member of the Bookchain Project’s paper 
module (PREPS) and helped create the PREPS database 
which identifies the pulps and forest sources of papers. 
Each paper is given stars according to sustainability criteria: 
one (unknown or unwanted material), three (known 
and responsible), or five (recycled, Forest Stewardship 
Council or Programme for the Endorsement of Forest 
Certification certified).

The grading system was initially developed by PREPS 
member Egmont UK Ltd and sustainability consultants 
Carnstone, along with input from Greenpeace and WWF.

The RELX Sustainable Production Paper Policy commits 
us to purchase only sustainable papers - graded three or five 
by Bookchain, or certified to FSC or PEFC.

In 2022, we used approximately 102 tonnes of office paper.  
To reduce paper use at sites with higher consumption levels, 
we have set specific targets.

2022 PERFORMANCE

Launch new online reporting tool for 
sustainable production paper

Printed products are responsible for 6% of revenues, a share 
which has been declining as our digital product offerings grow. 
The potential environmental impacts of paper use in our 
products such as books or journals remains a focus area 
for RELX.

In the year, we continued efforts to ensure the paper we use is 
sourced from sustainably managed forests to eliminate the risk 
of deforestation from our paper supply chain.

As members of the Bookchain Project we trace the forest 
sources of the papers we purchase and restrict our supplier  
to only those papers assessed as grade 3 or 5 (known and 
responsible sources).

In 2022, we updated our Paper Policy to better support our 100% 
sustainable paper target. We are committed to purchasing only 
papers which are graded 3 or 5 in the Bookchain Project, or are 
certified to FSC or PEFC. 

Our historic challenge has been in tracking the papers we use 
across our supply chain. It resulted in papers that did not meet 
our evidence criteria to be classed as sustainable. To overcome 
this, in the year we developed an online paper reporting module 
using the Ecometrica platform we use to track our 
environmental data.

This allows suppliers to log in regularly to update details of the 
paper they use, automatically verifying sustainability 
credentials against the Book Chain Project ratings and paper 
certifications. It also enables a more accurate classification of 
papers to ensure reporting is scoped to papers used in the 
production of our print products.

The new reporting regime resulted in quarterly performance 
reporting allowing procurement managers to identify papers 
which could not be proven sustainable, to liaise with suppliers 
for more detail.

This new approach means 99% of the papers we purchase are 
now rated as sustainable, with ongoing efforts to increase this 
to 100% by 2025 in line with our target.
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Targets and standards
Our focus is on delivering continuous improvement in our 
environmental performance year-on-year. We also set longer 
term targets to reflect our ambition over time.

We set our carbon reduction target using the Science Based 
Target Methodology designed by CDP, the UN Global Compact, 
the World Resources Institute and WWF. It aligns our carbon 
reductions with those deemed necessary by climate scientists in 
order to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. Performance 
against the target is measured in Scope 1 and Scope 2 
(location-based) emissions, which means no carbon has been 
subtracted from our emissions (including for the renewable 
electricity we purchase).

Our carbon target applies to combined Scope 1 and Scope 2 
(location-based) emissions as defined by the Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) Protocol. We continue to report on our indirect Scope 3 
emissions. See Climate change above for more information.

We set other targets for reducing energy and fuel consumption, 
increasing the amount of renewable electricity we purchase and 
decreasing the amount of waste we generate.

In the year, the Risk Solutions Group Green Team held quizzes and 
competitions focused on saving energy and reducing food waste, 
single-use plastics and commuting emissions. The Elsevier 
Amsterdam Green Team planted the first trees for a biodiverse 
Elsevier forest in Overijssel, Netherlands. Colleagues around the 
globe made donations: for every tree Elsevier plants in the 
Netherlands, another is planted in Uganda’s Kibale National 
Park. Elsevier’s Climate Action Board advise on key actions 
and initiatives.

We are a founding signatory to the Responsible Media Forum’s 
Media Climate Pact which requires signatories to set a 
science-based carbon reduction target and commit to furthering 
climate awareness and positive action through their content.

As a signatory to the SDG Publishers Compact, we advocate for 
climate action within our products and the content we publish. 

Environmental targets

Focus area Targets – 2025
2022 

performance

Climate 
change

Reduce Scope 1 and 2 (location- 
based) carbon emissions by 46% 
against a 2015 baseline -60%

Energy Reduce energy and fuel consumption 
of our locations by 30% against a 
2015 baseline -46%

Energy Continue to purchase renewable 
electricity equivalent to 100% of 
RELX’s global electricity 
consumption 100%

Waste* Decrease waste sent to landfill from 
reporting locations to 35% below 
2015 levels -94%

Production 
paper

100% of RELX production papers to 
be graded in PREPS as ‘known and 
responsible sources’, or certified to 
FSC or PEFC by 2025 99%

* From reporting locations, excluding estimated data.

Environmental 
management 
system

Achieve Group 
certification to the 
ISO14001 standard 
across the business

Group certification 
across the business 
achieved in 2022

100% of new office 
fit-outs to achieve RELX 
Sustainable Fit-Out 
standard by 2025

RELX Sustainable 
Fit-Out standard 
developed

Content Meet our responsibility 
under the Media 
Climate Pact to 
advance climate 
knowledge through 
our content 

Content to support 
climate awareness 
and positive action 
(see page 64)

We have reported on all emission sources required under the Companies Act 2006 
(Strategic Report and Directors’ Report) Regulations 2013. We have included 
emissions from all RELX operating companies. Environmental data covers 12 months 
from December 2021 through November 2022.

We have used the GHG Protocol Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard 
(revised edition) and the data has been assured by an independent third party, EY. 

2023 objectives By 2030

Environmental responsibility – SDG 12 (Responsible 
Consumption and Production): Review global car fleet 
policies with the aim to move to more fuel-efficient vehicles

Carbon reduction – SDG 13 (Climate Action): Expand climate 
risk assessment of products by the Climate Product  
Working Group

Further environmental knowledge and positive action 
through our products and services and, accordingly, 
conduct our business with the lowest environmental 
impact possible
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CR Disclosure Standards 1
Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD)

RELX makes the following disclosures, consistent with the 
recommendations of the Taskforce on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosure (TCFD) All Sector Guidance as required 
by the Listing Rules (Disclosure of Climate-Related Financial 
Information) (No 2) Instrument 2021.

I. Governance
a. Board oversight of climate-related risks and opportunities
This statement has been reviewed and approved by the Board. 

The RELX Board oversees the internal controls and risk 
management practices as described on page 88. In addition, 
climate risk and opportunity is subject to our CR governance 
processes, see pages 40-43. In the year, the Company’s approach 
to managing its climate change risks and opportunities was 
covered by the Board at multiple points including in discussions 
with and papers from the Chief Financial Officer (CFO), 
responsible to the Board for performance against climate targets; 
the Head of ESG and Corporate Responsibility; and the Head of 
Group Insurance and Risk, as part of the RELX Audit Committee 
review of the Company’s risk management process. 

The result of these undertakings is that the Board has found 
climate change has no material impact on RELX’s business in the 
short term and will be unlikely to have a significant impact in the 
medium and longer term. This is based on the review of RELX’s 
low sector exposure to climate change and consideration of 
climate change by the business in its strategy, activities, policies, 
annual budgets, and business plans, setting and monitoring of 
performance objectives, major capital expenditures, acquisitions 
and divestitures. 

Moreover, this view is predicated on strong climate action by the 
business in 2022 and over time to mitigate the effect of transition 
and physical climate change risks as described in this statement 
and in this report.

b.  Management’s role in assessing and managing climate-
related risks and opportunities

Management in each business area is responsible for identifying 
customer needs and developing relevant products related to 
climate change. This ranges from launching and advancing 
scientific journals with articles on climate change, energy 
efficiency, and other climate-related topics; providing data and 
analytics that support customers in reducing their environmental 
impact; providing information and analytics on laws and 
regulations related to the environment; and holding exhibitions 
focused on renewable energy and low carbon solutions. 

As RELX’s senior environmental champion, the CFO leads the 
RELX Environmental Checkpoint Committee which sets strategy 
and targets for measuring and reducing the group’s own 
environmental impact. The group monitors performance 
throughout the year, tracking emissions across all scopes and 
performance relative to our target to reduce Scope 1 and 2 
(location based) carbon emissions by 46% by 2025 against a 
2015 baseline.

Management in each operational area support our environmental 
goals. They are responsible for ensuring the continuity of the 
group’s operations, including resilience to events caused by 
extreme weather events. The Business Continuity Forum brings 
together specialists from across the group to identify risks, 
assess continuity and incident response plans, learn from 
incidents and spread best practice. 

We recognise climate change intersects with other environmental 
and sustainability issues. For this reason, climate change is also 
considered by the RELX Corporate Responsibility (CR) Forum, 
with oversight by the Head of Corporate Affairs, a member of the 
executive committee, and led by the Head of ESG and Corporate 
Responsibility. The CR Forum meets twice per year and comprises 
more than 100 participants including function heads and business 
area leads from across the Company. 

Management is informed about climate-issues through quarterly 
business climate reporting, the certified ISO14001 Environmental 
Management System and by engagement with internal and 
external networks.

II. Strategy
a.  Climate-related risks and opportunities in the short, 

medium, and long term 
While we are in a low carbon intensive sector, the Board and the 
Environmental Checkpoint Committee continued to consider our 
climate-related risks and opportunities based on the scenarios in 
section c below. Examples of our findings for various timeframes 
are outlined below. The long term time horizon aligns with the 
timeframe of the Paris Climate Agreement and the medium term 
with our ambition to achieve net zero by 2040.

Short (<10 years) – Transition risks: Policy and legal requirements 
relative to climate change will continue to increase as they have 
over the last six years requiring us to ensure adequate disclosure; 
there will be increasing stakeholder pressure requiring us to 
ensure our products and services help accelerate the green 
transition for our customers in carbon intensive and other 
industries. Physical risks: Variability in weather patterns and 
more frequent extreme weather events mean we must advance 
both mitigation and adaptation strategies, including through our 
business continuity planning. See page 77 for further information 
on TCFD risks.

Medium (10 to 20 years) – Transition risks: There will likely be 
increased pricing of GHG emissions and enhanced reporting 
obligations, particularly in areas like supply chain emissions; 
reputational damage could result if we do not show medium-term 
results for meeting our obligations as a signatory of The Climate 
Pledge and similar initiatives. Physical risks: Gradual increase of 
average temperatures will affect businesses we operate in some 
locations more than others, so we are developing country and 
local response plans; mean temperature rise will likely affect our 
suppliers as well and we will continue our due diligence related to 
exposure in our supply chain.
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Long term (20 years +) – Transition risks: Stigmatisation could 
result if our products and services are not seen as part of the 
solution to climate change; this creates an opportunity for us to 
increase offerings that support a lower carbon future. Physical 
risks: Sea level rise will be varying but worse under the business 
as usual scenario which will increase risk of business interruption 
and damage to property; we recognise that this must be part of our 
planning for the places where we will operate.

Risks and opportunities have been identified through the risk 
assessment process, as described in Governance above and 
detailed on pages 88-95, and through working groups such as 
the Climate Product Group, CR Forum and other networks.

Our carbon action hierarchy is to first, reduce our carbon 
emissions; second, to purchase increasing amounts of green 
tariff energy as availability improves in global markets where 
we operate; and third, to purchase certified renewable energy 
certificates where necessary. Our performance reporting is 
based on our gross emissions, and we also purchase high-quality, 
verified offsets for residual emissions. We offset residual 
emissions in Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3 (work-related flights, 
hotels, cloud computing, home-based working and commuting) 
purchasing offsets that met strict criteria, and which are subject 
to certification and reporting requirements. RELX is committed 
to achieving net zero emissions following our carbon action 
hierarchy across all scopes by 2040 at the latest, including 
through our participation in The Climate Pledge, part of the 
UN Race to Zero campaign. 

b.  Impact of climate-related risks and opportunities on our 
business, strategy, and financial planning

In 2022, energy represented less than 1% of the RELX cost base. 
Although energy costs, and associated carbon costs, may increase 
substantially, the impact on RELX’s financial results is likely to 
remain limited. 

While we do not believe climate risk will have a material impact on 
our revenue, there is careful review within the relevant businesses 
to assess impacts of providing products and services that help 
customers with their energy transition as traditional sector 
activities may not be viable in the longer term.

While we will continue to advance our efforts to achieve net zero, 
we do not believe they will have a material impact on RELX 
financial planning as described in Governance above.

We are using the climate scenarios we outline below to inform 
strategy and financial planning at both the Board and business 
area level. One example is our work with finance and other teams 
across the business to price carbon, which we raised to $30 tCO2e 
in the year (which will increase over time). Proceeds will be used 
for, among other measures, internal climate action projects where 
possible. In the year, we began a cross-business review of climate-
related product risks. Printed and face to face products, 
responsible for 17% of total revenue, face more exposure to risks 
such as weather-related logistics disruption than do our digital 
offerings; see Principal Risks on page 88. 

We are factoring climate change into strategy planning for our 
portfolio as our scientific research information, analysis of 
environmental law, tracking of carbon and recycling markets, 
among other products and services, becomes increasingly 
important for our customers, investors and other stakeholders in 
their own responses to climate change. A small proportion of 
customers operate in carbon intensive industries, including 
agriculture and aviation, and we are committed to supporting 
them, and those in other industries, with their energy transition. 
There are no technology-related dependencies in realising 
opportunities to help customers reduce their carbon impact, 
though new opportunities may arise as technology advances.

In Risk, products such as Cirium, which serves the aviation sector, is 
deploying an improved methodology for calculating flight 
emissions; helping airlines better plan and conduct maintenance of 
their fleet to ensure efficient operation; and identifying flight routes 
for maximum occupancy so emissions per passenger are lower.

Elsevier is working to support clean energy. In 2022, Elsevier 
launched a free report titled Pathways to Net Zero: global south 
research in the transition to clean energy. The books team further 
implemented its Energy with Purpose mission statement to only 
commission new content that advances the energy transition and 
reduction of CO2 emissions. Leadership made the decision to 
close one hydrocarbon journal and transition remaining titles with 
updated aims and scope, explicitly calling for research related to 
UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 7, Affordable and Clean 
Energy. Colleagues are recruiting editorial board members who 
specialise in specific renewable technology areas and working to 
increase global south representation. Elsevier’s Geofacets, which 
provides geological and geophysical data to academic and 
corporate customers, only added new content, features and 
functionality that support the energy transition and other related 
SDGs, including sustainable mineral mining projects essential for 
renewable technologies such as battery and solar cells. The 
remaining use cases focused on discovering efficiencies in 
established energy projects rather than new fossil fuel 
exploration. 

LexisNexis Legal & Professional provides LexisPSL Environment 
to help clients identify environmental liabilities, understand the 
commercial implications of environmental law and keep track 
of current developments with daily news feeds on new cases, 
legislation, and consultations as well as practice notes, Q&As, 
and legal precedents. 

RX holds World Future Energy Summit, a portfolio of events 
specifically designed to combat climate change, in line with the 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the 
Paris Agreement. Ahead of Batimat, the world’s largest event 
dedicated to building and construction, RX embarked on a Low 
Carbon Construction Tour of 12 European and African cities to 
raise awareness of low-carbon solutions for the construction 
industry. Of the approximately 400 shows we organise, less than 
5% are in carbon-intensive industries. 

All RELX business areas are contributing content to the RELX SDG 
Resource Centre which provides free access to news, research, 
tools and events on the SDGs, including SDG 7 Clean and 
Affordable Energy and SDG 13 Climate Action. The site also 
incorporates relevant content from key partners, including the 
UN Global Compact (UNGC). In support of COP27, we released 
a climate change special issue on the free RELX SDG Resource 
Centre, a curated list of 110 journal articles and book chapters 
to inspire positive environmental action and further 
climate research. 
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c.  Resilience of the organisation’s strategy, taking into 
consideration different climate-related scenarios,  
including a 2°C or lower scenario

We have a threefold strategy to address climate-related risks:

1. Minimising our environmental impact through measures such 
as energy efficiency, renewable energy, reducing waste and 
other measures. This reduces our exposure to future legislation 
and the rising price of carbon

2.  Providing products and services which support customers 
through their transition to a low-carbon economy. We anticipate 
demand for these offerings to continue to increase over time

3.  Supporting wider action on climate change through 
collaboration, partnerships and initiatives such as the Digital 
Impact of Media Project in conjunction with the Responsible 
Media Forum, comprised of industry peers, and Bristol 
University

The Board and the Audit Committee as part of robust risk control 
measures covering our products and operations (including our 
property portfolio and supply chain) ensures management of both 
the transition and physical risks of climate change. The 
Environmental Checkpoint Committee provides data on climate 
change metrics and advice to the Board and also engages people 
throughout the business. We gain and share best practice through 
engagement with the UNGC, Race to Zero, Media Climate Pact, 
Net Zero Carbon Events, and the Science-based Targets initiative, 
among others. 

We have considered three possible future scenarios and 
estimated possible timeframes. They are not exact descriptions 
of an expected future, but provide an outline description of each 
based on certain assumptions. In scenarios where extreme 
weather events occur more frequently, we may see increased 
incidents that disrupt our operations, necessitating additional 
measures, with some potential cost, to ensure our operational 
resilience. However, in the context of RELX’s overall cost base, 
we would not expect any such incremental cost to be significant. 
We believe our strategy will be resilient even in the most 
challenging future scenario. 

Scenario 1: Business as usual (RCP 8.5). In this scenario, carbon 
emissions continue to increase at current rates and temperature 
increases exceed 4°C by the year 2100.

Short term: While some policies could be introduced to reduce 
carbon emissions, action is limited. Some countries may price 
carbon emissions and set standards for building and vehicle 
energy efficiency.

Medium term: The availability of renewable energy may grow, 
but the share of energy from fossil fuels will remain sizeable. 
With this level of warming, extreme and severe weather events 
will likely increase. Drought and increased precipitation will 
impact agriculture. Severe storms will interfere with our supply 
chains and logistics. The heightened need for innovation in 
climate adaptation infrastructure may increase demand for 
our environmental products and services for the scientific, 
technical and other communities.

Long term: Rising sea levels will affect land use of coastal 
and low-lying regions where we may have operations, requiring 
investment to protect or relocate key Company facilities to 
ensure business continuity. Significant government investment 
will be required to mitigate the impacts, for example in 
strengthening flood and coastal defences or securing reliable 
water supplies, with follow-on effects for places where we and 
future customers operate.

Political instability in some regions may increase as populations 
compete for resources such as fresh water supplies and as large 
numbers of people move from regions most heavily impacted by 
climate change. Global economic uncertainty will likely become 
the norm, with limited growth at best and decline at worst. 
There will likely be significant health impacts as well. As 
impacts become more apparent, public sentiment may favour 
organisations such as RELX that have taken action to limit 
the impact of climate change.

We would continue to pursue measures such as science-based 
carbon reductions, implementation of innovative technological 
solutions, carbon sequestration and (re)forestation, but without 
the catalyst of global government investment in these areas.

Scenario 2: 2°C climate change (RCP 2.6). In this scenario, carbon 
emissions are halved by 2050 and climate change does not exceed 
2°C by the year 2100.

Short term: Countries would introduce more challenging carbon 
targets as they update their Nationally Determined Contributions 
under the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement. A range of new policies 
would most likely be introduced across many countries to control 
carbon emissions including carbon pricing, higher standards on 
building and vehicle energy efficiency, with increased renewable 
energy generation in global power grids. Such developments will 
be reflected in our policies and procedures, and could increase the 
demand for our climate-related products and services. 

Medium term: There would likely be public and private 
investment in greater carbon sequestration, capture and storage, 
(re)forestation, and other measures – all of which would aid action 
in these areas within our business.

Long term: The frequency of extreme weather events will increase 
but not as much as under Scenario 1. There will still be disruption 
to transport and logistics through storms, but sea level rise will be 
more limited, as will costs we may face associated with adaptation 
and mitigation projects. With reduced climate impacts, political 
and economic instability will be lessened. Climate-related 
migration will still be a factor but to a smaller degree than 
anticipated under Scenario 1.

Scenario 3: 1.5°C climate change (RCP1.9). In this scenario, 
to achieve a 66% chance of avoiding more than 1.5°C warming 
by 2100, inclusive and sustainable development will be a key 
consideration for policy makers with high levels of 
international cooperation.

Short term: Emissions must peak in the early 2020s to achieve net 
zero emissions by 2050, These ambitious carbon reductions would 
be supported by new policies (with carbon prices reaching as 
much or more than four times the price under the 2°C scenario) 
and strong regulation.
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Medium term: Buildings will be subject to tougher standards to 
achieve carbon reductions of nearly three times those under the 
2°C degree scenario. Energy costs and associated carbon costs 
could be higher than in Scenario 1 or 2, but this is unlikely to have a 
major impact for RELX as energy is not a significant part of our 
cost base as indicated above.

The transport sector will see significant change, with the majority 
of vehicles powered by alternative sources. Nature-based 
solutions to climate change, such as forestation, are also likely 
to play an important role. In this scenario, RELX efforts to reduce 
emissions, seek technology-driven carbon solutions and the 
pursuit of nature-based decarbonisation will be magnified.

Long term: By 2050, approximately 80% of global energy should 
be from renewable sources. Use of coal will decrease significantly 
and oil will drop to very low levels by 2060, which may impact 
the energy costs paid by RELX. After 2050, technologies such 
as bioenergy and carbon capture and storage will need to be 
widespread to remove excess carbon from the atmosphere 
to ensure emissions are net negative.

III. Risk management
a.  Our processes for identifying and assessing climate-

related risks
The principal and emerging risks facing the business, which have 
been assessed by the Audit Committee and Board, are described 
on pages 88-95. The directors have considered the risk of climate 
change to the business, including the positive contribution that 
RELX makes through activities such as supporting academic 
research, pricing recyclable materials, and enabling customers 
to access our products electronically.

Climate-related risks are assessed as part of the RELX risk 
management process. Risks are formally reviewed every six 
months. Each risk is assigned a significance based on the potential 
impact to revenue and the likelihood of that risk being realised. 
As part of our Environmental Management System, climate risk 
assessment covers transition and physical risks as described 
above and below, and also includes the assessment of existing 
and emerging regulatory requirements related to climate change. 
These include carbon pricing schemes, taxes and additional 
reporting requirements. 

b.  Our processes for managing climate-related risks
Climate change responsibilities are assigned to key roles, 
including the CFO at the executive level. Performance is monitored 
and evaluated throughout the year by the environmental 
checkpoint group, chaired by the CFO, and new programmes are 
introduced as required to control climate-related transition and 
physical risks. 

On legislative and product trends, we gain insights through our 
Government Affairs teams, external fora such as the Aldersgate 
Group, and ISO 14001 environmental certification of our EMS. We 
speak with experts in the business, our climate-related employee 
resource groups including Green Teams and Elsevier’s Climate 
Board, and learn through industry specific networks such as the 
Responsible Media Forum’s Climate Pact and cross-sector 
networks like the CR and Sustainability Council of the Conference 
Board, chaired by our Head of ESG and Corporate Responsibility.

The business continuity programme, under the direction of the 
RELX Business Continuity Forum, oversees mitigations of climate 
change physical risks on our operations through business 
continuity plans which include remote working and detailed 
employee information.

We mitigate potential climate-related risks on our supply 
chain through supplier management practices in the Global 
Procurement team, the Supplier Resiliency Working Group, 
the Business Continuity Forum and the Socially Responsible 
Supplier programme, which includes supplier engagement on 
their activities and policies, and a risk-based programme of 
supplier audits and remediation.

High-level net zero roadmap
RELX carbon emissions are in line with the reductions required 
to ensure climate change of no more than 1.5ºC.

To achieve net zero across all Scopes by 2040 at the latest, we 
are following a broad programme of action to achieve further 
reductions. This will include developing products and services 
that support the transition to a net zero economy, alongside 
actions to reduce our emissions.

Short term
 § Continue office space consolidation in line with the working 

preferences of colleagues
 § Migration from owned data centres to more energy efficient 

third party cloud providers
 § Purchase of renewable energy equal to RELX’s global electricity 

consumption
 § Continue to quantify and report on Scope 3 emissions from our 

supply chain and value chain
 § Engage suppliers to adopt 1.5ºC aligned carbon reduction targets
 § Purchase of high quality carbon offsets to equal our residual 

emissions

Medium term
 § Transition company car fleet to zero emission (e.g. electric) 

vehicles
 § RELX renewable energy purchases in more markets
 § Encourage purchase of renewable energy by suppliers

Longer term
 § Purchase of carbon neutralisation offsets for residual 

emissions

IV. Metrics and targets
We aim to provide additional insight into revenue from products 
and services designed for a low carbon economy in subsequent 
disclosures. Scope 1 + 2 (location-based) emissions reduction 
targets and energy reduction targets are set out on page 72 of this 
report. The remuneration of the CEO and the CFO is linked to the 
achievement of environment targets. These included in 2022, 
a key performance objective to reduce Scope 1 and Scope 2 
(location-based) carbon emissions by 36% against a 2015 baseline, 
with 60% achievement; to reduce energy and fuel consumption 
by 25% against a 2015 baseline, with 47% achievement; and to 
purchase renewable energy equivalent to 100% of RELX’s global 
electricity consumption. See page 126 for further details. 

In the year, we entered into a new $3bn committed bank facility 
which has pricing linked to three ESG performance targets. 
The cost of the facility is reduced if two or more ESG targets 
are achieved in each year and increased if two or more ESG targets 
are missed in each year. The targets relate to carbon emissions 
reduction, as well as increasing the unique users of the RELX SDG 
Resource Centre and increasing the content available on the 
RELX SDG Resource Centre. See page 39.
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TCFD Risks
We have considered climate-related risk areas detailed in the TCFD guidance as detailed below. While we do not believe climate-related 
risks will have a material impact on our business, we have highlighted risks areas which present the most opportunity for us to support 
the net zero transition.

Risk group Type Climate-related risk Implication Opportunity

Transition 
risks

Policy and 
legal

Increased pricing of GHG 
emissions: The rapid transition 
to a low carbon energy system 
could require higher energy 
prices and a higher carbon 
price to disincentivise the use 
of fossil fuels

RELX has low exposure to energy and carbon pricing (less than  
1% of total spend) and has achieved significant reductions in energy 
consumption since 2010. For this reason, moderate to significant 
increases in energy costs will have a limited impact on RELX.

There will be an increased need for 
information on energy and carbon 
pricing; research on energy transition 
and zero carbon; and events which bring 
stakeholders together to showcase 
related technological innovation are 
likely to increase the demand for 
RELX products and services.

Enhanced emissions-reporting 
obligations: An increasing 
number of governments are 
likely to impose requirements 
on business to achieve the low 
carbon transition. New 
requirements are likely to 
include additional reporting and 
transparency requirements for 
GHG emissions

RELX has processes in place for carbon reporting and disclosure 
aligned with various best practice frameworks. Additional 
reporting requirements are expected to have insignificant 
financial implications. 
Widespread introduction of different reporting regimes in the 
countries where we operate could increase the risk of 
non-compliance (and therefore the risk of fines). However, 
RELX operates an environmental management system certified 
to ISO14001 which requires a compliance assessment with 
environmental legislation. This reduces the risk of non-
compliance with future reporting regulations.

As new regulations are introduced, there 
will be a greater need for guidance; this 
could result in an increased demand for 
our risk, science, legal and other 
products and services.

Mandates and regulation 
affecting existing products and 
services: New regulations may 
be introduced for products to 
support the transition to a 
low-carbon economy

RELX delivers products and service primarily in three ways: i) online/
digital; ii) printed products; iii) in-person events. Increasing regulation on 
products in these areas could result in a increased cost for providing those 
products and services.
Online/digital: Products served by RELX-owned data centres are covered 
by the purchase of renewable electricity and RELX’s net zero commitment. 
RELX is engaging with Scope 3 suppliers for greater transparency on our 
share of their carbon emissions and renewable energy.
Printed products: Revenue from printed products has decreased 
significantly since 2010 as more product offerings are made online. 
Paper used in RELX’s printed products complies with the RELX 
Sustainable Paper Policy which requires all papers are from known 
and sustainable sources and/or certified to a recognised standard.
In person: Exhibitions is part of an events industry initiative, Net Zero 
Carbon Events, working to achieve net zero by 2040. This commitment 
requires significant reductions in carbon emissions and partnerships 
with other industries to minimise events-related emissions. 
A small proportion of our customers operate in carbon-intensive 
industries, and less than 1% of the journals we produce specifically 
cover content related to hydrocarbon; we continue to ensure they 
focus on supporting relevant customers in their energy transition.

New regulations on products will, in 
many cases, be best addressed through 
industry collaboration. Our convening 
power in the markets we serve can 
support such industry collaboration.

Technology Substitution of existing 
products and services with 
lower emissions options

RELX has largely transitioned from printed physical products to 
online/digital products and services. This avoids the emissions 
associated with the manufacture and distribution of printed 
products but introduces emissions associated with the use of data 
centres for the digital offerings.
RELX-owned data centres are covered by renewable electricity and 
RELX’s net zero commitment. As described, we are engaging with 
our cloud providers for greater transparency on carbon emissions 
and renewable energy.

Our products, services and events aid 
the low-carbon transition benefiting our 
customers and society.

Costs to transition to lower 
emissions technology

The cost implications for transitioning to new technology are 
primarily in our supply chain.
Printed products are manufactured and distributed by suppliers 
on behalf of RELX. RELX engages its suppliers through the Socially 
Responsible Suppliers programme and has processes in place for 
reporting on its supply chain-related emissions.

Detailed energy and carbon market 
insights we can provide through our 
products, services and events will allow 
companies to better assess the risks and 
costs of transitioning to lower emissions 
technologies.

Market Changing customer behaviour Significant increases to the cost of air travel due to the factoring in of 
carbon charges may discourage business travel in favour of virtual 
meetings. This could lead to a reduction in the number of attendees 
at in-person events effecting our events business. We offer virtual 
attendance options and in-person participation allows exhibitors 
and attendees to hold numerous meetings during one event.

The ability for an exhibitor or event 
attendee to maximise engagement by 
attending one event, for example, with 
customers, prospects, and suppliers, 
can become more valuable as the cost 
of travel increases.

Uncertainty in market signals As businesses take action to combat climate change, they might 
need to change business models or practices to ensure their 
success in a low-carbon economy. Some of these changes may raise 
questions for investors or other stakeholders and reduce visibility 
of the business’s strategy. RELX provides detailed and transparent 
disclosure on climate change to provide clarity to investors and 
other stakeholders.

Businesses can develop new disclosures 
to effectively communicate plans with 
stakeholders. The demand for our 
products which provide company and 
market insights could grow as investors’ 
requirements for reliable information 
and data increases.

Increased cost of raw materials: 
Low-carbon requirements on 
the use, and distribution, of raw 
materials could lead to an 
increase in their cost

RELX does not manufacture products from raw materials. 
An increase in the cost of raw materials would primarily impact 
RELX via higher prices in our supply chain.

Pricing insights in key supply chains such 
as chemicals and plastics are provided 
within our Risk business. If cost and 
price volatility increases, there could 
be a greater demand for such products 
and services.

Reputation Shifts in consumer preferences Business customers may become more aware of environmental 
concerns and expect a high standard of performance from 
companies. Over time, this may lead to a decrease in demand 
for carbon intensive products as consumers move to low 
emission alternatives.

While we do not produce consumer 
products, we do serve a variety of 
industries and can support their efforts 
to decarbonise through our products, 
services and events.
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Risk group Type Climate-related risk Implication Opportunity

Stigmatisation of sector: 
Products and services offered 
to carbon-intensive industries 
could result in negative 
public reaction

We offer products and services across a wide range of industries, 
some of which are carbon-intensive industries. We are working to 
support these industries in their transition to a low-carbon economy.

Industries which face the greatest 
challenges in decarbonisation will need 
support, information and tools. We will 
continue developing new products and 
services to assist these industries in 
their decarbonisation efforts.

Increased stakeholder concern 
or negative stakeholder 
feedback: Poor performance 
could result in negative 
feedback from stakeholders 
such as investors or colleagues

RELX sets environmental targets on a five-year cycle and has a 
science-based carbon reduction target which aligns its emissions 
reductions with those required to meet the 1.5°C ambition of the 
Paris Agreement.

Maintaining good environmental 
performance provides a reputational 
benefit with our stakeholders, 
including investors. Strong 
environmental performance and 
commitments may be reflected in 
improved or lower cost financing.

Physical 
risks

Acute Increased severity of extreme 
weather events such as 
cyclones and floods: severe 
weather could interrupt normal 
business operations

RELX operates a comprehensive business continuity programme to 
ensure colleagues can work remotely and be informed should a 
location be impacted by severe weather conditions. This allows the 
business to function despite the impact of the severe weather. As 
risks associated with weather events increases, insurance 
premiums paid by RELX could increase.

We provide products that help to assess 
and quantify insurance perils. As 
insurance premiums increase, demand 
for these products will likely grow as 
insurance providers seek more accurate 
weather-related risk assessments.

Chronic Changes in precipitation 
patterns and extreme variability 
in weather patterns: Such 
changes could affect 
agricultural processes

Printed products require supply of wood from sustainable forest 
sources. Changes in precipitation and weather patterns could 
disrupt the growth in forest sources known to be sustainably 
managed which could increase the price of sustainable paper. RELX 
has flexibility in the types of paper used and the forest sources of 
these papers which allows purchases to be made elsewhere should 
the need arise. As a member of the Book Chain Project, we assess 
the sustainability of a large number of papers, allowing us to 
consider alternatives.

We offer products that use data analytics 
to help increase the efficiency of land use 
in areas such as water consumption and 
fertiliser use. Demand for such products 
could grow as a response to decreasing 
yields due to weather.

Rising mean temperatures: 
The gradual increase of average 
temperatures is a factor of 
climate change

Climate change will affect temperatures differently in different 
locations. This means that, over time, the operation of some offices 
will become less efficient as they may need to maintain physical 
working conditions close to or outside the range for which they were 
designed. This could lead to an increase in operational costs as more 
energy will be required for cooling.

Rising mean temperatures will require 
government to review, and businesses to 
implement, new building standards and 
guidelines. Our business areas would 
produce guidance to assist customers to 
interpret associated new standards and 
planning regimes.

Rising sea levels If sea levels rise significantly there is increased risk of property 
damage to any RELX locations in low-lying coastal regions. This 
could increase insurance premiums or disrupt the working 
arrangements of colleagues in those locations. We have a 
comprehensive business continuity programme in place to mitigate 
such impacts and consider climate risk in the siting of our offices.

We offer products that help to assess and 
quantify insurance perils risk. As 
insurance premiums increase, demand 
for these products could grow.

CR Disclosure Standards 2 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) disclosure
SASB Standards enable businesses around the world to identify, manage and communicate financially material sustainability 
information to their investors. The SASB standards are industry specific and identify the minimal set of financially material  
sustainability topics and their associated metrics for the typical company in an industry

SASB assigns RELX to the Professional and Commercial Services sector. The following disclosure is made according to the  
SASB standard for that sector.

Topic Accounting metric Code Disclosure location

Data security Description of approach to identifying and addressing data 
security risks

SV-PS-230a.1 See page 42

Description of policies and practices relating to collection, 
usage and retention of customer information

SV-PS-230a.2 See page 42

(1) Number of data breaches, (2) percentage involving 
customers' confidential business information (CBI) or 
personally identifiable information (PII), (3) number of 
customers affected

SV-PS-230a.3 Except as a matter of public  
record, RELX does not disclose  
this information for reasons of commercial 
confidentiality 

Workforce diversity and 
engagement

Percentage of gender and racial/ethnic group representation 
for (1) executive management and (2) all other employees

SV-PS-330a.1 See pages 46-47

(1) Voluntary and (2) involuntary turnover rate for employees SV-PS-330a.2 See page 44

Employee engagement as a percentage SV-PS-330a.3 See page 44

Professional integrity Description of approach to ensuring professional integrity SV-PS-510a.1 See pages 40 and 43

Total amount of monetary losses as a  
result of legal proceedings associated  
with professional integrity

SV-PS-510a.2 Except as a matter of public  
record, RELX does not disclose  
this information for reasons of commercial 
confidentiality

Activity metrics Number of employees by (1) full-time and part-time, (2) 
temporary, and (3) contract

SV-PS-000.A See page 44

Employee hours worked, percentage billable SV-PS-000.B See page 44
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CR Disclosure Standards 3
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Content Index
This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards: Core option

GRI Standard 
Number GRI Standard Title Disclosure Title Page number

GRI 102 General Disclosures Name of the organization Title page
GRI 102 General Disclosures Activities, brands, products, and services 5-7
GRI 102 General Disclosures Location of headquarters 28
GRI 102 General Disclosures Location of operations 7
GRI 102 General Disclosures Ownership and legal form 147
GRI 102 General Disclosures Markets served 7
GRI 102 General Disclosures Scale of the organization 7
GRI 102 General Disclosures Information on employees and other workers 44-49
GRI 102 General Disclosures Supply chain 59-62
GRI 102 General Disclosures Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain 59-60
GRI 102 General Disclosures Precautionary Principle or approach 63-77
GRI 102 General Disclosures External initiatives 33
GRI 102 General Disclosures Membership of associations 33
GRI 102 General Disclosures Statement from senior decision-maker 4
GRI 102 General Disclosures Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour 29, 40-41, 44-49
GRI 102 General Disclosures Governance structure 31, 40, 102-106
GRI 102 General Disclosures List of stakeholder groups 32-33, 109-112
GRI 102 General Disclosures Collective bargaining agreements 44-48
GRI 102 General Disclosures Identifying and selecting stakeholders 32-33, 109
GRI 102 General Disclosures Approach to stakeholder engagement 32-33, 109
GRI 102 General Disclosures Key topics and concerns raised 32
GRI 102 General Disclosures Entities included in the consolidated financial statements 162-165
GRI 102 General Disclosures Defining report content and topic Boundaries 28, 32
GRI 102 General Disclosures List of material topics 32
GRI 102 General Disclosures Restatements of information 31
GRI 102 General Disclosures Changes in reporting 31
GRI 102 General Disclosures Reporting period 31
GRI 102 General Disclosures Date of most recent report 23/2/23
GRI 102 General Disclosures Reporting cycle Annual
GRI 102 General Disclosures Contact point for questions regarding the report 28
GRI 102 General Disclosures Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 29
GRI 102 General Disclosures External assurance 56
GRI 103 Management Approach Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 32, 72
GRI 103 Management Approach The management approach and its components 29-33
GRI 103 Management Approach Evaluation of the management approach 29-33, External assurance 56 and 80
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Scope
We have been engaged by RELX Group plc (“RELX”) to perform  
a ‘limited assurance engagement,’ as defined by the International 
Standards on Assurance Engagements, here after referred to as the 
engagement, to report on RELX’s corporate responsibility data 
indicated with a ‘̂ ’ symbol contained in page 31 of RELX’s Annual 
Report (the “Subject Matter”) for the year ended 31st December 2022 
(referred to as the “Report”).
This data is reported under the following headings in the Report:

 § People
 § Health and safety 
 § Socially Responsible Suppliers
 § Environment 
 § Climate change 
 § Paper
 § Our unique contributions (SDGs)

Other than as described in the preceding paragraph, which sets  
out the scope of our engagement, we did not perform assurance 
procedures on the remaining information included in the Report,  
and accordingly, we do not express a conclusion on this information.

Criteria applied by RELX
In preparing the Subject Matter, RELX applied their corporate 
responsibility reporting guidelines, comprising the ‘RELX Reporting 
Guidelines and Methodology 2022’ (Criteria). 

RELX’s responsibilities
RELX’s management is responsible for selecting the Criteria,  
and for presenting the Subject Matter in accordance with that Criteria, 
in all material respects. This responsibility includes establishing and 
maintaining internal controls, maintaining adequate records and 
making estimates that are relevant to the preparation of the Subject 
Matter, such that it is free from material misstatement, whether due  
to fraud or error.

EY’s responsibilities
Our responsibility is to express a conclusion on the presentation  
of the Subject Matter based on the evidence we have obtained.

We conducted our engagement in accordance with the International 
Standard for Assurance Engagements Other Than Audits or Reviews 
of Historical Financial Information (‘ISAE 3000’), and the terms of 
reference for this engagement as agreed with RELX on 16th January 
2023. Those standards require that we plan and perform our 
engagement to express a conclusion on whether we are aware of any 
material modifications that need to be made to the Subject Matter in 
order for it to be in accordance with the Criteria, and to issue a report. 
The nature, timing, and extent of the procedures selected depend  
on our judgment, including an assessment of the risk of material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

We believe that the evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate  
to provide a basis for our limited assurance conclusion.

Our Independence and Quality Control
We have maintained our independence and confirm that we have met 
the requirements of the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants 
issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants, 
and have the required competencies and experience to conduct this 
assurance engagement.

EY also applies International Standard on Quality Control 1,  
Quality Control for Firms that Perform Audits and Reviews of  
Financial Statements, and Other Assurance and Related Services 
Engagements, and accordingly maintains a comprehensive system  
of quality control including documented policies and procedures 
regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional 
standards and applicable legal and regulatory requirements.

Description of procedures performed 
Procedures performed in a limited assurance engagement vary in 
nature and timing from and are less in extent than for a reasonable 
assurance engagement. Consequently, the level of assurance obtained 
in a limited assurance engagement is substantially lower than the 
assurance that would have been obtained had a reasonable assurance 
engagement been performed. Our procedures were designed to obtain 
a limited level of assurance on which to base our conclusion and do not 
provide all the evidence that would be required to provide a reasonable 
level of assurance.

Although we considered the effectiveness of management’s internal 
controls when determining the nature and extent of our procedures,  
our assurance engagement was not designed to provide assurance on 
internal controls. Our procedures did not include testing controls or 
performing procedures relating to checking aggregation or calculation 
of data within IT systems.

A limited assurance engagement consists of making enquiries, 
primarily of persons responsible for preparing the Subject Matter  
and related information and applying analytical and other  
appropriate procedures.

Our procedures included:
1.  Performed detailed testing on the ESG Data Sets and carried out the  

following activities to assess the Subject Matter:

 a.   Conducted interviews with key personnel to understand the 
process for collecting, collating and reporting the Subject Matter 
during the reporting period

 b. Reviewed certain documentation related to guidance and training  
  for the Subject Matter, and minutes outlining relevant initiatives

 c.  Undertook analytical review procedures to understand the 
appropriateness of the data

 d.  Performed testing, on a sample basis, against underlying source 
information to check the accuracy and completeness of the data 
and the appropriate application of the Criteria

 e. Understood global estimation methodology to determine how it  
  should be applied correctly and consistently

 f.  Assessed the Report for the appropriate presentation of the data, 
including limitations and assumptions

We also performed such other procedures as we considered necessary 
in the circumstances.

Emphasis of matter
RELX reported 100% of its electricity purchased from renewable 
sources for 2022, relying on green tariffs and renewable energy 
certificates (RECs). However, it should be noted that, for 2022, 23% of 
this percentage reported related to US RECs that have been applied to 
countries outside the United States. This means that the location of the 
purchased RECs differs from the location where they have been applied. 
This does not affect our conclusion on the Report as set out below.

Conclusion
Based on our procedures and the evidence obtained, we are not aware  
of any material modifications that need to be made to the Subject Matter 
as of 31st December 2022 in order for it to be in accordance with  
the Criteria.

Use of Our Assurance Statement 
We disclaim any assumption of responsibility for any reliance on this 
assurance report or its conclusions to any persons other than RELX, or 
for any purpose other than that for which it was prepared. Accordingly, 
we accept no liability whatsoever, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, 
to any third party for any consequences of the use or misuse of this 
assurance report or its conclusions.

Ernst & Young LLP 
15 February 2023
London

Independent Assurance Statement to  
RELX PLC Management
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